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UCF wins Car:nphell series 
Knights ral!y from 9-0 deficit to win 10-9 
in 12 innings at start of three-game seri_es. 
-SEE SPORTS, 16 . 





starts before · 
college, study finds .. 
- SEE LIFESTYLES, 22. 
Changes include less funding/or Greeks, raises Joi- mainteJiance staff • BEN BAIRD • STAFFWRITER 
' . 
The Student · Government 
Association Senate. approved a 
budget of nearly $10.5 million, 
pending the approval of Student 
Bady , Prestdent Marco Pe:fia, 
which will allow for the creation of 
new facilities, organizations and 
positions ·at UCF. 
The bu.dget for the 2003-2004 
fiscal year will total $10,468,600, 
about $2 million more than last 
year's budget. Funds for SGA 
come almost entirely from the 
Student Activity and Service Fee, 
Budget chart, page 10 
but roughly $848,000 has come 
from revenue generated by the 
Recreatio.n and Wellness Center 
alongwith the Student Union. 
·" While the budget passed in 
Senate with very few changes, 
most · of which were to ensure it 
being balanced, it still must make 
its way across the desk of Pe:fia .. 
While Pe:fia says that he has seen 
no problems with the budget as of · 
yet, he will still give it careful 
review 
"I want some . students to 
revie it, and get their input, and 
make re that it's what s.tudents 
. Despite long 
lines, tumout . 
makes Universal 
·event a success 
MICHAEL NEWMAN 
STAFF WRITER 
More than 7,000 students gathered 
at the gates of Islands of Advep.ture 
Thursday night, all hopiµg_to attend ·the 
most ~ensive Student Government 
. As~ociation event of the year. 
The first 7,000 walked through the 
gates free; hunmeds more who shOwed 
up either paid $19.95 to join the event or 
walked away disgruntled, refusing to 
buy tickets for the after-hours event that 
was funded by their student activity 
fees. · 
Ultimately; 200 students did choose 
to fork over the money, and by the end of 
·· the evening~ 7 ,200 students had piled · 
into the theme park, making "Universal 
Knights" the largest gathering of UCF 
students this year, according to Student 
Body President Marco Pena. 
. "I didn't expect 7,000 peQple to 
show up; I thought only 5,000 would 
come," he said · 
Despite the large crowds that 
amassed outside the ticket booths, 
where lines moved only inches at a time, 
students remained well-behaved, said 
Jim McCrystal, an 'island$ of Adventure 
security official. 
"I ~ actually dreading this [but], 
with the exception of a few words, it was 
pretty orderly," he said. · . 
Students · grew somewhat more 
aggres~ive after an announeement at 9 
p.m. that only 500 more students would 
be admitted ,into the park 
Many pushed their way .toward the. 
booths, eager to snatch one of the few 
remaining tickets. Gate officials ordered 
students back Others . began to cut 
through lines. Those who were caught 
were sent to the back of the line. By 9:15 
p.m., the free tickets · had officially run 
out. · 
Sophomore Andrea Halpern, 19, 
was left standiiig outside. She didn't 
want to pay to get into the even,t, for 
which SGA spen($125,000. 
"[We] got there · at 7:30 p.m.," 
Halpern said. ''We were close [to tb.e 
booth] when we found out the free tick- . 
ets were sold out. So we left." 
PLEASE SEE Long oN 4 
Clinton speaks at UF 
, . , . ADAM Rosclill I CFF 
Former President Clinton addressed war with Iraq and oth~r foreign issues at UF's .O'Connell Center. 
CUnton: Cooperation 
path to world peace 
ALEX BABCOCK 
STAFF WRITER 
dance, an estimated 300 to 400 people 
were turned away. 
The starlium buzzed with conver-
GAINESVTI.,LE Former sation only slightly softer than the 
President Bill Clinton delivered ·a _ sound of saxophone music as the 
_ message of hope for world peace at · crowd awaited Clinton;s appearance. 
the University of Florid~ . on Accent, the. UF student government 
Thursday. A packed O'Connell speakers bureau that organized the 
Center cheered throughout Clinton"s event, kept the time of the speech 
speech about giobal security. secret · for security reasons. When 
Students and the general public Clinton climbed the stairs to the stage , . 
filled the Gainesville university's bas- at 4:45 p.m., the crowd greeted him 
ketball arena to hear the speech; with 
a capacity crowd of 9,000 ·in atten- PLEASE SEE Audience ON 3 
Congressman 




As cash-strapped states across the 
nation consider tuition hikes for public 
oolleges and Universities, a Califo~a 
lawmaker is calling for a· law to cap 
tuition and sanction campuses that· 
raise tuition by more th;;m 5.2 percent a 
year. 
If Republican U.S. Rep. Howard P. 
McKeon' s measure to restrain tuition 
passes, colleges in at least 16 states, 
illcluCfuig Floric:f.a, would oo" subject to 
the new· law. The measure w<>Uld .allow 
the U.S. government to cancel federal 
student -aid programs - including 
loans, grants and work study- on cam-
puses that raised tuition by more than 
double the national average, currently 
2.6 percent. 
State legislators annotinced earlier 
this year that Florida would raise tuition 
rates for its public colleges by 12.5 per-
cent next year. 
· Greg Schuckman, director of feder-
. al relations for UCF, said despite the fact 
that-Florida already has one of the low-
est tuition rates in the nation, it would 
still fall into McKeon's category of 
schools who are raisirig tuition rates by 
too much, too fast. · 
The average cost of attending a 
Florida public college or University in 
2002-2003 was about $2,691; the nation-. 
"" al average sits around $3,718. . 
"The.bill would fuadvertently target 
. Florida, evei+ though the bill has no spe-
cific targets other than the schools that 
have doubled the rate of inflation,''. 
Schuckman said. 
Schuckman said tne university 














UCF will break ground Tuesday 
on the $4.4 million Student 
Welcome Center at the site of 
the old Visitors Info Booth . 
~. 
• 
2003 New Beetle GL 
lease for $219 per mo~h + 
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. Higher education · 
around the nation 
Unifonn reaction 
'The Reserve Offirer Tuillllng Corps ·bas 
beoome a target at two college campuses as -· 
protests .of U.S. militmy action agrunst iraq 
increase. , 
University of New Mffidco officials are 
~tigating nine separate instarioos of mes-
sages being spray-paillted on campus build-
ings. after the war st.arted, including the one 
that houses the Navy andAir Fbrce ROTC. 
'The messagBS fucluded ''Bush is a ter-
rorist" and ''\Mir is murder." No one claimed 
responsibility for the dclarements. ~ 
Similar graffiti arid vandalism at the 
Uniyersity of Iowa prompted officials to try to 
camouflage rnilitacy presenre-on the campus 
by droppingthe requirement that cadets wear 
uniforms to clns& · 
Lt. Col Carol St. John, a professor of.mil-
itary ~enre who. o~ the University of 
iowa's ROfC program, insists that the physi- · 
. . cal safety of the 150 cadets in theprogrfiln was · 
not an issue. · · 
Nonetheless, -.she says, "m~y cadets 
walk around camp~, and if they are out 
there, they are a very largB profile. There are 
ariti-war protests on campus: These are emo-
tional y~mng people who may not respond 
appropriateJy." 
Early one morning, campus polire offi-
rers discovered thatthe two glass doors at the 
entranres to the ROfC building had been 
smashed. The words ''Freedom dies when 
bombs fall" and ''USA TOgU.e state" were 
found spray-painted on four other buildings 
on the ~pus tb~ same morning. · .. 
Anjali Khosla, a representative of the 
campus group Campaign-Against war, says 
the orgmliz.ation does not support the vandal-
ism and denies any involvement in it. 
But, she says, some people in the anti-
war movement at Iowa are very uncomfort-
able with the ROfC p~nre on the <filUPUS. 
"Nobody is Crazy about the idea of fellow stu-
dents beingtrailled to kill people." · 
Miami U. Of Ohio likely to raise tuitioo . 
Miami University of Ohio wants to break 
a longstanding tradition that oontinues in 
most states: different tuition rates for resi-
dents and out-of-state students. 
'This month, the univefsity's Board of 
Trustees will consider a pJan that would 
charge Ohio residents .the higher tuition that 
·out-of-state students now pay. If the plan is 
approved, which Miami's admillistrators and 
trill.tees expect, the universitywould become 
the first public institution in the country to 
charge one rate, ac:rording to many higher-, 
education officials. 
'This ye.ar, -Miami's ill-state students,yvho 
make up 72 percent of the student body, ·pay 
$7,600. 'The university's out-of-state tuition is 
$16,300. If the new policy is adopted, higher 
rates would kick in for Ohio residents entering 
the University in the fall of 2004. It would nQt 
apply to current students. . . 
Under the plan, Ohio ,residents would 
still pay less than their peers from other 
stat.es" •.. however. That's boomse they.would 
automatically fereive a scholarShip award 
equal to at least the amount that state Jaw-
. inakers annually provide the university f9r 
each student, an · amount that now fut.als 
about $4,400 per yem: 
· Sonie in-state studenti;; also would 
:rereive more aid from a new Ohio Leader 
Scllolarship, which would be avvarded to stu-
_dents with financial need or spreial abilities _ 
and those who intend to major in subjects, 
such as engineermg, that the university 
deems .key to the state's economic develop-
. ment 
PLEASE SEE Smail oN 7 
ADAM ROSGHE I CFF 
After his speech, Clinton ta~es time to sign autographs and shake hands with a few of the· 9,000 people attending the event. 
· Autlience commellcls ·r 
. ·... .. ... 
non-partisan message 
FROM PAGE 1 ism. Though he said the United · excb.ange, the United States 
should give North Korea food aid 
and a non-aggression pact. 
States should never give up its 
with a standing, jubilant roar of right to act . unilaterally, he . 
applause. added, 'We ought to bend over . Essentially, .Clinton said, 
"we shouldn't pay for the same 
tlling twice." The Bush adminis-
tration cut off aid to North Korea 
when it openly re-started its 
nuclear prograrris last year. 
·Clinton . attempted to backward to build a world where 
address the crowd, but the we are sharing responsibility, 
cheering swelled. He paused and · sharing benefits and sharing val-
chuckled at the continuing 
applause, then began bis speech. 
. Over the course of bis hour-
long address, the . former presi-
dent spoke of Iraq, terrorism and 
the challenge of the new millen-
nium - bringing the cultures of 
the world together. 
Before delving into the 
details of a world in transition, 
though, Clinton made a non-par-
tisan reference to the current 
confilct in Iraq. 
.. As a man who once sent 
troops into battle himself, he 
said, 'We ought to want those 
people, their commanders and 
President Bush to lmow that 
we're pulling'for them, and we're 
praying for them, and we hope it 
will be over as soon as possible." 
Though he occasionally 
. stopped to address current 
events in Iraq, Afghanistan and 
. North Korea, Clinton kept a 
- broader focus ·for much of bis 
speech. The world, Clinton said, 
has converged in what he called 
giobal interQ.ependence .. 
Societies and cultures, now 
_forced together, ,have yet to inte-
grate. This lack of ~tegration, he 
said, has caused strained rela-
tions, and Ultimately; terrorism. . 
··''Whether by trade or travel, 
by ~tion or inforination 
technology, by shared, cultural 
experiences_ or. shared scientific 
endeavor, or shared vulnerabili-
ties to terrorism, we simply can-
not escape each other," Clinton 
. said. "Like it or not, our fates are 
bound up with one another." 
The . central theme of the 
speech"'-- increased cooperation 
- included references to . the 
United Nations and America's 




He encouraged students to 
involve themselves in bringing 
. cultures closer together. He said 
the generation currently in col-
lege should lead the. world from 
interdependence and strife to 
- interdependence and integra-
tion. 
'We' all do better when we 
work together," Clinton said. _ 
Ghandi is the greatest man 
who died during Clinton's life-
time, the former president said. 
Ghandi appreciated every cul-
ture, every. religion. If the world 
can learn to understand its 
neighbors, . their cultures and 
religions, Clinton said, it could 
end the ignorance that precipi-
tates conflict and, "there will be 
no more"'them,' therewill be only 
· In what may have refer-
enced the current debate in 
Congress weighing national 
security and freedom, Clinton 
praised the university. 
"Here, ideas matter, and 
open, honest discussion is 
~ncouraged, p.ot attacked," he 
said. 
Clinton's reception reflected 
the left-leaning student popula-
tion. He said he never forgot the 
warm weloome he received in 
1992 when he first spoke at the - · 
school,· during bis campaign for 
office. 
Eleven years later, students 
were still eager to listen to 
Clinton.· Freshman Matt De 
Vlieger, 18, drove from Orlando 
'us."' with three other members_ of 
Clinton critic~ed the Bush Campus Peace . Action for 
administration's decision to fight Clinton's speech. 
Iraq without U.N. support, say- De Vlieger said Clint_9n tried 
ing it undermines the legitimacy to reach out to everyone, 
of the institution. Democrats and Republicans 
"If you didn't gu in on some- alike, and bis speech ·captivated 
tlling unless you gut your way everyone. -
JOO percent of the time, there 'J:\.Republican satin fropt of 
would be no marriage," Clinton me in-the:bleachers. At first, the' 
said. · kid was Jaughing a:t evefything 
· Ironically, he criticized the he said, but by the end, he was · 
way the Bush administration is enthralled;" De Vlieger said. "He 
handling North Korea's nuclear had bis hands under bis chin, 
program, · which Clinton said is ~d he vyas· just 'listening, just 
the one current example where taking it in." 
· the world expects the United _UF junior Maria Hill, 20, 
States to handle a problem uni- . agreed that Clinton's explana-
laterany, and the administration,. tion of the world political climate 
refuses to do so. · was easy to understand, and she 
Clinton said the United appreciated his non-partisan 
States must convince · North .. sentinlent. ' 
Korea to halt its y.reapoiis pro- Most of the speech, she said, 
grams and allow inspections was not anti-Bush . .It was non-· 
again, somet;tiing done during partisan, "the way politics 
Clinton's time in office. -ill should be/' Hill said. 
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with fatly · 
BRANDON HARDIN 
STAFF WRITER 
Rebuilding ' On a 
Conservative Kornerstone 
and the .UCF College 
Republicans · will ho~t a 
"Support . Our Troops" rally 
. from noon to 2 p.m. Tuesday 
in front of the Student Union. 
The event will ·feature 
speakers, music, voter regis-
tration, cards for soldiers 
ov rseas, a memorial service 
for tliose who have died in 
Iraq, Hussein and bin Laden 
d t~ and more. 
: .··The<l:WEmt also will raise 
~.fundS for the American Red 
--· 'e :t;'ossJ· ~ch will benefit from 
donations given to · dunk 
·Saddam Hussein and Osama 
binLaden . . 
Heather Smith, president 
of ROCK, explamed that the 
rally is a way to show support 
for the men anq women {ight-
mg overseas: "Our group 
loves this country and loves 
the people who fight so hard to 
protect this great · ·country," 
Smith said "This rally is the 
least we can do to show our 
thanks. and support for our 
troops." , 
Kyle Considder, presi.: 
dent of the UCF College 
Republicans, said that his 
· group and-ROCK wanted to 
put on an event that would 
show What they· feel is the 
· majority opinion of the cam-
pus. -
Said Smith: ''.Anti-:war 
people · have done their 
protesting and have been hos-
tile to our prQ-America and 
troops messages, but now is 
truly the time the anti-war 
people should start doing 
more productive things with 
their tiine by supporting our 
country rat.Jier than support-· 
' ing Saddam and bis oppres-
sive, tyrannical regime." 
Both Smith and 
Considder stressed that the 
rally is not pro-war. 
''I don't think anyone on 
campus, wants a war," 
Considder said. 
Smith elaborated: "The 
rally is about being pro-troops · 
and pro-liberating Iraq and 
the world in this war on ter-
rorism. 
We believe it is vital that 
in showing support for our 
troops that we also support 
the mission. Without showing 
support for the mission; is like 
supporting the fireman, but 
not supporfuigthem t9 put out 
that.fire. · 
Our soldiers need our 
support in their mission now · 
more than any other time." 
Added Considder: · 'We 
hope people Can. come away 
from [the rally] feeling patriot-
ic and proud of their country." 
11Je CentmlF!crida JIUture is a free 
independent· campus newspaper 
serving the University of Central 
· Botida... 11Je Future is published 
Mondays and Tluii:s<faYs during the 
fall aod spring ~esters and 
Wedries(Jays during the summer 
semeslet Opinioli.5 in 1be Future 
are those of the individll-AJ oolumnio;t 
and,· not ~ those of the 
ediiorial staff or the UJliveISity 
Adininistration. All content is 
property of 11Je CenlraJ Florida 
Fulute and may not be reprinted in 
pat! or ia \'lhole"IWhout~ 













ERIC STEVENSON I CFF 
Students _ride on the J~rassic Park River Adventure, one of the many attractions open at SGA's_ "Universal Knights." 
Long lines spoiled fun for some 
FROM PAGE 1 
Hundreds . of other students 
felt the same way and went home 
instead. 
''You might as well come 
when you can havej;he whole day 
and pay the full price," sopho-
more Jennifer Mansfield, 20, said. 
Pena, too, wanted the event 
to be longer, but- budget con-
straints .prevented that from hap-
peillng. 
"The senate waS not behind 
it," Pena said. "If they supported 
it, we could have found more 
money.to pay for it." 
Senior .Anthony Drumm, 21, 
came to the . park prepared for 
anything. "I came ready to pay 
$20." 
Freshman Billy Wells, 19, 
didn't mind paying a discounted 
rate to get into the park. "I'm not 
too mad about paying the $20; it's 
better than $50." . 
Wells~ however, complained 
the event Was chaotic and rowdy 
at times, particularly in front of 
the gates. · 
"There was a [massive 
. amount] of peopl~ getting into the 
park, p_µs~ and shoving and 
cutting into the line," Wells said. 
"They sliould have hl}d more 
ropes or somethiugbetter.organ- -
ized.;' · 
Yet studen~s were left with · 
no other choice than to endure 
the lines if they warited o enter. 
the park. SGA did not make -tick-
ets availa:I>le to students in 
advance. 
Pena said handing out 
advance tickets last _year for a · · 
similar night at Wet N Wild was 
ineffective because several stu-
dents who claimed tickets days 
before never showed up. 
Other s_tudents, such'as, sen-
JESSE SCHRAGE/ CFF 
Long lines frustrated some of those who attended the student-only event. 
' 
.· 
I only went on 
three rides, 
which lasted 10 
m hiutes, but 




ior Michael Resta, 22, comphiined 
the lines inside the park were too 
long. 
"I only went on three rides, 
which ·1asted 10 minutes, but 
waited ·m. line foffour hours,'.' he 
said. 
Peiia said that Universal led 
him to believe the lines would be 
shorter as opposed to what stu-
dents might have experienced 
during regular park hours. 
Many students were disap-
pointed to find that the park's · 
most popular coasters, Dueling 
Dragons, The Hulk and Di. Doom, 
closed at 11 p.m. because of an 
Orange· County noise ordinanee. 
. Peiia sai(l he had to negoti-
ate with park officials to keep the 
rides open until 11 p.m. The event 
lasted until inidnig.ht. · 
"I knew that two or three 
rides closed at 11 p.m.," he said. · 
"Universal origin.any. wanted to 
close· them at 10 p.m., and I said 
we wouldn't do it if that hap-
pened. So th~y pushed it back." 
Despite some complaints, · 
senior Billy Russell, 23, called the 
event a good time. "The lines 
were long, but we got over that." 
-STAFF WRrrER ALEX BABCOCK 
. CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT 
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"Home resales 
hit record again." 
--Orlando Sentinel 
Get Your 
.Florida Real Estate License 
In 101Jays! 
Day and Evening Classes Available 
Small C:tasses - C~u~1puter ·Practice Ii~x~Il1s , r- -
· SP,ecial · U CF Dis~ount . 
~:x. ' ' . • 
Florida Institute _ 
of Professional Studies . 
Quality Real Estate Education 
Robert Smither, Ph.D, Owner 
Edgewater Corporate Center 
3372 Edgewater Drive 
Orlando, FL 32804 
. Ph. (407) 481-8015 Fax (407) 481-8016 
www.fl-institute.com · 
11680 E. Colonial Dr. • Orlando 
{between Wal-Mart & Albertson's, next 
to Big Lot's, across from Days Inn) 
Breakfast Buffet Tues.~ Sun. • Lunch and Dinner 7 Days a Week 
·---------··---------· :sa OFF ::103 ·oFF: 
I . II I 
I PURCHASE OF ANY 11 · .- . I 
I TwO ADULT BUFFETS 11 BREAKFAST, LUNCH I 
I . I I. . or DINNER BUFFET I With drink purqhase. Fri., Sat 
I or Sun. dinner buffet only. Wnh . 11 With coup~n. Not valid with any I 
I coupon. ~ot valid with any other 11 other offer. Expires 4/30/03. I offer. Expires 4/30/03. . ------... --.. ---------. 
(ACROSS FROM WASHINGTON MUTUAL) 
LUNCH -SPE(IAL 
SOUP OR APPmZER & ENTREE 
.-$1.95 · 
SOUPS 
Oriclcen & SlrrinJp · 
WontonSouP 
APPETIZERS 
Choice of MIXED SAlAD 
or ERIED CRAB BAU 
ENTREES 
THAI SINGHA BEEF 
~nainated ,_, stedc 
!N /vegetables 
SALMON 
sauteed .,,_, ,., topped ' 
. w/ 1"tii Red SalKe 
··· SPICY SHRIMP 
sauteed --..,, bainboo sl»ots, 
bef peppel'S and SWHf hasf 
w/ cha paste • 
LUNCH 11 AM - 3PM • DINNER 5PM. 9:30PM FRI .& SAT 5PM - l 0:30PM 
WINE & BEER SERVED • TAKEO~T AVAILABLE 
. .. 
., 
· .. · · Applicationr avail~blenow _­
.· · -in-Greek Affairs (5U208). · 
. . 
For more info call (407) ·823-2072 · · 
. . 
· · or visit us onlfne at http://www.qreeklif e.sdes.ucf .edu 
. . r---------~--------~--------- ---~--• . . · · . ! · AU Applications received by April 28th will receive ! · 








FROM PAGE 1 
already manages to J_{eep its 
costs low despite the current eco-
noillic downturn. McKeon's bill 
could make that impossible with-
out severely curtailing university 
services and programs. 
- "It would require drastic 
changes," Schuclanan· said. 
"Parents seeing the increases. 
would take a huge ·hit on their 
pocketboQk." , 
· UCF trustee Tom Yochum 
believes . the measure· won't be 
effective in curbing tuition costs; 
it will punish colleges that have 
. bee!). forced to iniplement tuition 
increases because of state cuts in 
higher education spending. 
"University tuition is a state· 
issue, not a national one," 
Yochum says. "A bill like . this 
w-0uld take the burden off the· 
state and place it on the col-
leges." ·· · 
McKeon's law wouldn't pun-
. ish colleges right away if they can 
provide detailed information that 
explains why the tuition increase 
occurred and how the college 
would curb future costs. 
Ultimately, U.S. the · 
Department of Education would 
decide which ttiition raises . are 
. appropriate, ·and what raises 
Warrant penalties. 
- Tom Huddleston, UCF's vice 
president of Student 
Development and Enrollment 
Services, said McKeon's· proposal -
simply isn't practical. · 
"Tuition is measured in sev- · 
eral ways," :fiuddl~ston says. · 
"How can an institution give a 
rational. eX:planation as to why· 
they are increasing their 
tuition?" -
Students seem skeptical 
too. . 
Senior Jenny Stewart views 
McKeon's plan as a "Catch-22." 
While the proposed bill 
. could keep the cost of attending 
college down, it would also make · 
it difficult for students, who rely 
on university-funded grants and 
scholarships, to pay for their edu-
cation. 
'.'It might heip ' regulate 
tuition, but a lot of people are 
here at UCF on loans and schol-
arships," she said. "I don't thlnk 
this "is the best way to deal with 
this." -
While most at UCF qon't 
believe this measure is an ef:(ec-
tive way to curb the cost of &>l-
iege tuition, Schuckman admits 
that McKeon's bill has some 
favorable aspects. _ 
It will allow students to 
·apply for _ federal Pell Grants 
year-round- and · will raise the 
maximum award from $4,0QO to 
. $4,500. The law also ""Will create a 
transfer credit policy that would 
make it easier for students to 
tr~fer credits from one school 
to another. 
''.Some of those aspects are 
elements that we've been push-
ing . hard · for some time now," 
Schuckman said. "Those aspects 
.mentioned-in the bill, like the Pell 
Grants, are quite good:" 
Schuckman said McKeon's 
College . Affordability in Higher . 
Education Act has riot been intro: · 
duced to Congress y~t and has 
been sent out . to solicit further 
information on it before being 
brought to the House of 
Representatives. 
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Preparing for the Worst-· 
. . . .... . 
-DANlELLE .DEPARI 
STAFF WRITER 
units to the department. Uhlir said to deal with the psychological toll 
UCF Police coordinate with the that terrorism and war can take on 
'regional homeland security office the UCF_oommunity. In the case of 
Since U.S. Secretary of on a regular basis. an attaek, or-the threat thereof, tij.e 
Homeland Security Tom Ridge Regular drills conducted by Counseling and "'Testing Center is 
warned Ainerlcans in February ·of the fire ,department on campus also prepared to meet with members of 
possible terror aftack:S on soft tar- ·have helped prepare for a terror the UCF . community. When ·war 
gets, including college campuses, attack. The response to a recent with Iraq broke, the center Qffered 
the UCF aclmiilistration has il:nple- acid spill iii. the Biological Sciences a reflecting room for meditation, . 
mented updated policies in order to Building demonstrated the depart- prayer or even just a pla.ce to col-
ensure students' safety in the event ment's team work, he said. lect thoughts, said Robert Harman, 
of an attack.. - 'We have the most experience director center. _. , 
According to James Uhlir Jr., with medical, weather and fire _ While students took time 'off 
rnrector of UCF homeland secur:lty emergencies. However, the frame- from school during Spring Break, 
within the Department of work used for ·those respons~s - counselors attended weeklong 
Environmental Health.and Safety, · ·helps our Campus security effort," statewide workshop~ on crisis 
one way the campus has prepared · said uhlir. · intervention. The workshop~ ' 
for possible terrorist attacks is by . The UCF, administration has focused specifically on deaths in 
adding security to the campus util- prepared for situations· such as ter- residence halls and·· terrorism. 
ity infrastructures and key build- · ·rorism attacks · with "The UCF Harinan ~aid that attendingwork-
ings around campus. · · Emergency Management Plan." shops to update counselors on 
Uhlir said that he could not The plan advises members of the dealing with issues .. is . a regular 
release specifics due to security · commullity of UCF's procedures part of staff development. 
reasons. However, extra measures · for. . dealing with emergencies. 'We can never be fully pre-
include additional patrols, fences, - Additionall~ the Web site. for the pared for an event of this nature," 
locks, motion detectors, . card Department of Environmental Harman said of a terror attack. 
access systems and cameras. Health and Safety offers informa- During times of possible 
Additionally, UCF Police have tion for students on the homeland attack on campuses, it seems 
tightened up on policy to combat a securitywar.Iiing system. inevitable that parents would 
possible attack. This tightening In addition to bolsterllig secu- worry more about the safety of 
incluµes the addition of two canine rity on campus, UCF has prepared their college-age children, and 
would worry about communicating 
With them. 
Da"rjd Yiltzy, father of a UCF 
sophomore, said he is _concerned-
about the safety of his daughter. 
Living two hours away, Yiltzy relies 
on UCF administration to imple-
ment pollcies to keep his daughter 
safe. Yiltzy added that he is confi-
dent in the means of communica-
. tion UCF provide$ through e-mails 
and phone calls. 
Uhlir . added that students 
should not only have an emergency 
plan with.family members, but also 
with co-workers and classmates. 
This should include where to meet 
and how to get in touch with each 
other. 
UCF's safety precautions 
extend to students studying 
abroad. Lauren Jomison, director 
of the UCF Study Abroad program, 
said she has added information to 
stud~nt orientations about the 
im_R<>rtance of communication in 
case of an emergency. Johnson 
added that she is advising students 
to keep a low profile and .avoid 
large gatherings of Americans or 
Western "hangouts." 
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Small colleges ditch 
football programs 
FROM PAGE 3 nications engineer at Michjgcm 
Tech,_was shocked and apgered by 
James C. Garland, the univer- the lawsuits. His university b3s a 
sity's president, said the new longreoordof rooperatingwith the 
tuition structure. would help the reoording industry, he said The 
university beoome more seJf-reliant institution runs oopyright.ffiuca-
as st.ate support for higher educa- · tion programs and routinely shuts 
tion dwindles. down the Internet acress of- stu-
'Ihe single-rate tuition systein, dents who share oopyrighted mate-
he said, would give the university rial He said that the reoording 
more money and flexibility to oom- industry bad never notified the uni-
pete with privat.e universities for vei'sity of Nievelt's allegro infring& 
top Ohio students and entioo them ment. 
to stay in the st.ate by offering aid The action by the reoording 
packages that are more oompeti- . industry differs slightly_ from the 
tive with the gooerous grants and organimtion's past oomplaints 
scholarSbips that other oollegBS about programs like KaZaA, -which 
provide. allow users to share files interna-
More aid also oould be direct- ti~nally. The new lawsuits are 
ed to middl&class families who aimed at users of file-sharing pro-
e.arn too much money to benefit grams that limit s~es and 
from Pell Grants and other federal- users to oomputers within a specif-
aid programs but who still struggle ic netwOrk 
to pay oollege bills. 
Some higher-education ana-
lysts bashed Miami's tuition pro-
posal Joni E. Finney,vioo president 
of the National Center for. Public 
Policy . and Higher Education, 
argued that the idea amounts to 
nothing more than a rationale to 
increase in-state tuition and an 
effort to move the university up in 
the annual oollegB rankings in·U .S. 
News & WarldRepart. 
When institutions put more 
- money into scho~ by raising 
tuition, as Miami proposes in the 
plan, much of the aid typimlly ends 
up being awarded on merit, she 
argued And that, she said, does lit-
tle to put ooilegBwithin closer reach 
of many low-inoome students. 
Recording industry 
Ste four StudentS 
The Reoording Industry 
Association of America filed-law-
suits on Thursday.agllinst four ool-
1~ students who an~ were 
offering access to oopyrigbted 
music files within their institutions' 
networks. 
Joseph Nievelt, a student at 
MichigBn 'Thcbnological University; 
Daniel Peng, a student at Prinooton 
University; and Aaron Sherman 
and Jesse Jordan, both students at. 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 
were named in separate suits filed 
in federal district oourts in 
Michigml, New Jersey, and New 
York The institutions were not 
sued 
Acrording to the oomplaints, 
. the students have "taken a network 
cre.ated for higher le.arning and 
arademic pursuits and oonverted it 
into an emporium of music piracy." 
In a news release, the reoording 
industry ailegBS that the ~<;tents 
were engaging in oopyrigbt 
infringement, each offering from 
27,00) to more than a million songs 
to other students. -
The Iawsuits ask for $150,000 
for each of the dozens of reoord-
ings, listed by title in the oomp1aint 
that the student.$ allegro]yu&rl ille-
~ 
The students oould not be 
reached for oomment. 
Bob Gilreath, the teleoommu-
Small mllege football 
loses two more teams -. 
Micbigml 'Thchnological 
University and the University of 
Massachusetts at 1..-0well have 
announood that they will eliminate 
their football programs to ·save 
money. -
Both public universities, 
whose football teams oompete in 
Division II of the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association, have promi-
nent hockey teamS and serious 
financial difficulties. 
. Already in the current am-
demic year; three other institutions 
- Canisius College, Fairfield 
University and St. John's 
University in New York - have 
announood plans to disoontinue 
their football teams among other 
sports programs. 
St. John's officials said the 
detjsionwasmadefor goode~ 
ty reBSOns, while oom W3$ cited at 
the other two institutions. All three 
oompete ·in Division I-AA of the 
NCAA 
Lowell's athletics clirector, 
Dana K Skinner, said his depart-
ment bad been told to trim its oper-
ating budget for next year by · 
$200,00l. The department's tot.al 
budgBt is $.3 million, he said, and 
football is the fourth-most-expen-
sive team of the · 17 varsity squads 
the university fields, after Division I 
ioohockeyandmen's and women's 
basketball. 
Loweil does not offer athletics 
scholarships in football. The 63 
football players will be helped to 
transfer to other institutions if they 
wish to oontinue playing football. 
At Michigan Technological, 
the football program will be elimi-
nated beranse of a requirement 
that an departments across the uni-
versity trim their budgBts by 10 per-
oont next yeai; said David Fisher, 
an assistant athletics clirector. 
Further cuts, of 7 and 5 peroont, 
loom over the next two year8. 
The football program has 
reooived about one-third of the tot.al 
athletics budget of $1.8 -million, 
Fisher said 
-mMPllID BY STAFF WRflER !<RISTA ll/Jll 
. C@)'@Jues by Design 
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with this coupon, on pick-up orders 
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expires 4/30/03 
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(407) 208-9400 
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Do you want to be a 
university professor? 
Join the Graduate Student Association(GSA) as they pre~ent an 
informational meeting with Dr. Dave Boote and Dr. Larry Holt, 
coor_?iri.ators of the program. -
Thursday, April 10, 2003 
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. · 
<;Iassroom Building 1, Room 121 
-------~~------·---~-.--.---.-
Doctoral students from all programs .and M.F.A. Theatre 
students are invited. 
For more information about the Graduate Student Association 
visit www.gsa.graduate.ucf.edu or contact becky@msfiedler.com · 
GSA 
Graduat~ Student Association UNI\TERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
G RAD UATE S T U DIE S 
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Community unites for" . ·Teacher says he's .victim 
cancer fund-raiser of anti-Arab bias at--FAU 
48 UCFteams 
donate evening 
·to overnight · 
·.walkathon 
. BRANDON HARD.IN 
STAFF WRITER 
A.t the s.ound,, of a 
resounding blast .· from the 
ROTC cannon, more than 100 
cancer survivors proudly 
marched onto the track next 
to the UCF Arena Friday 
evening. 
It was the beginning of 
the Relay for Life, an 18-hour 
overnight walkathon that is 
the · American Cancer 
Society's signature fund-rais-
ing event. It was the sixth time 
UCF hosted the fund-raiser 
that raised more than 
$236,000 this· year, $43,000 
short of the $279,000 organiz-
.ers anticipated. Forty-eight of 
the 111 teams this y~ar made 
up UCF students and faculty. 
The turnout pleased 
Jackie Murphy, event co-chair-
man. "It's a good result con-
sidering the economy and 
world situation," she said. 
About 100 booths filled 
the inside of the track, selling 
drinks, snacks and raffle tick-
ets for everything from chairs 
to pow~r tools in hopes of rais-
ing money for the American 
Cancer -Society. A large stage 
occupied the center of the 
track, . and was the scene of 
games, skits and performanc-
es that kept participants 
entertained throughout the 
night and into the morning. 
The Lumiiiaria Ceremony 
·created a sombe.r atmosphere 
in the middle ·of an otherwise . 
· loud and cheerful event. The 
ceremony drew participants' 
attentions to the hundreds of 
candlelit bags that lined the 
· sides of the track Each bag, 
decorated with' cray-0n images 
of flowers and . Tainbows 
,s.erved as a remind~r of can-
cer victims and survivors. 
Senior Erica Lonergan, 
21, lit a luminaria in honor of 
her mother, who had under-
went surgery last month after 
she was diagnosed with ovari-
an cancer. She is expected to 
make a full recovery. 
"It's good to see support 
from the community, and it's 
reassuring to get support 
from people who are going 
through the same battles," she 
st;iid. . 
Senior Dave Ehrlich, 21, 
wal)\.ed a few laps in honor of 
. his aunt, who currently _is bat- . 
tling breast cancer. 
"The fact that people can 
still come together for a nobie 
cause is very encouraging," he 
said. ills fraternity, Beta . 
Theta Pi, raised almost $3,500 
in a joint eff0rt with Alpha 
Delta Pi sor~rity. .. 
. Junior Adam Miller, 20, 
participated in the relay in 
honor of several of his rela-
tives who have battled cancer. 
· UCF Business Services 
raised the most money for the 
event as a team, raising 
almost $16,000. 
Dan O'Le~ a 29-year-
old cancer survivor, raised 
more than $5,000 - the liighest 
amount raised by an individ-
ual. He sold buttons that read 
"Cancer Sucks:' for $1-to raise 
money. Di,agnosed with cancer 
at age 25, he has attended the 
· relay every year since 2000. 
. . While hundreds of people 
. donated time and money to 
the relay, others such as sen~ 
ior Amy Waddell, 22, donated 
their hair instead. 
Waddell lopped . off 12 
inches of her mane and donat-
ed her locks to make wigs for 
cancer patients who have lost 
their hair. · · 
Waddell remembers see-
ing her mom, a cancer sur-
vivor,. lose her hair after can-
cer treatments. 
"She had to wear a wig," 
she said. ''All you could see . 
was fuzz on her head when . 
she was ~owing it back" 
. JENNIFER PELTZ. 
SOUTH FI.DRIDA, SUN-SENTINEL (KRT) 
FORT LAUDERDALE - Mo-
hammed Khalid Hamza, an educa-
tional technology researcher, saw 
his 'star rise steadily in his first five 
years at Florida Atlantic University. 
But his fortunes took a sharp 
turn last year. After an education-
college .committee concluded he 
wasn't on course for tenure, he was 
told this would be his last year at 
FAU, according to Florida 
Commission on Human Relations 
documents. 
Hamza, . an advocate for 
Muslims on campus and in the com-
munity, thinks he's a victim of anti-
Arab and anti-Muslim bias. So does 
the human relations co:mniission's 
executive director, who issued a 
finding last month supporting 
Hamza's allegations of employment 
discrimination. 
"There is an abundance of evi-
dence that Dr. Hamza' s national ori-
. gin and religion played a major role 
in the decisions that the university 
made," commission chief Derick 
Daniel wrote. 
FAU, however, says its reasons 
for not renewing Hamza's contract 
are purely academic. University offi-
cials would give few details, pointing 
to state laws protecting professors' 
academic evaluations. 
But FAU maintains Hamza had 
, a history of misstatements in his 
resume and unprofessional conduct 
in the classroom, according to the 
human relations commission's . 
report and portions of a university 
response. 
Hamza says the supposed mis-
sta!ements were typographical 
errors, and the classroom com-
plaints just retaliation toward a 
tough teacher. 
"We vehemently deny that 
either his religious beliefs or his eth-
nic origin had any bearing on the 
decision," said FAU's chief attorney, 
Ondina Felipe. 
The university is petitioning the 
commission to reconsider its find-
ings, which are ~ early step in a 
state employment-discrimination 
claim. The commission is charged 
with evaluating· claims of employ-
I'm still. ·hoping · 




. that the 
hardships will 
·come to an end. 
-MOHAMMED KHAUD HAMZA 
FAU educational technology research~r 
ment, housing and some other fo:r;ms 
of discrimination. 
The findings, if they stand, 
would allow Hamza to take his case 
to civil court or a state administra-
tive-hearing. 
He says he hopes not to have to. 
"I'm still hoping that with the 
new · adminjstration of (FAU 
President Frank) Brogan, · that the 
hardships will come to an end," 
Hamza said. "I want everything 
back that was taken aWa.y from me 
· unjustly." 
Hamza told the human rela-
tions commission he was the subject 
of ethnic slurs and slights among 
colleagues almost as soon as he 
arrived at FAU in 1997. He says he 
differed with colleagues over grad-
ing standards. A group of five edu-
cation professors, he told the com-
mission, determined to get rid of 
him. Fbur of the professors could not 
be reached Monday. The fifth 
declined to comment. 
Hkza brought his concerns to 
College of Education officials in 
2000, and they ammged a meeting 
that soothed relations for a time. 
But tensions flamed again after 
the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 
2001, Hamza says. 
"My being outspoken made 
some people not so happy ... but I'm 
an . immigrant - I believe in 
American freedom of speech," said 
. Hamza, a naturalized American citi-
zen who was born in Syria and 
raised in Kuwait. He has lived in the 
United States for more than 20 
years. 
An adviser to the FAU Muslim 
Student Organization and the 
Islamic Center of Boca 'Raton, 
Hamza also has written about anti-
Arab sentiment · and I~raeli- ' 
Palestinian conflict in the Sauth 
J1/,arida Sun-Sentinel. 
Still, according to the conimis-
sion' s findings, Hamza had five 
years of superb evaluations, enjoy-
ing- an "excellent" rating ill every 
category each year as he 
approached the tenure process last 
. year. . 
The College of_ Education had 
recognized his research on educa-
tional technology, and students had 
nominated him for a teaching honor. 
With a eomputer-science colleague, 
he had applied for a patent for 
designing a system for conducting 
laboratory exper:iments online. In 
2000, he won one of four univer.sity-
wide President's Leadership 
Awards. 
In June, a committee of his fel-
. low education-technology faculty 
narrowly~ agreed Hamza was on 
track to apply for tenure last fall, 
according to the commission find-
ings. Two months later, the educa-
tion faculty's tenure committee con-
cluded he was not. He was told soon -
after that his contract would not be 
renewed, the commission found_ 
Meanwhile, follr white male fac-
ulty members were recommended-' 
for tenure with far less scrutiny, 
according to the commission report. 
But the university says it devel-
ope'd qualms about Hamza because 
he had e~rated his academic 
accomplishments in applying for 
university awards, and several sj;u-
dents had complained that · his. 
course materials were confusing 
and he was unhelpful, according to 
commission ana FAU documents. 
Further, the university questioned 
whether Hamza had offered stu-
dents extra credit if they would nom-
inate him for an award. 
Hamza says the university's 
claims are not true. 
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Clubs and organizations on 20Q3-2004 S~A_ Budget 
UUBSAND 2002-03 2003-()4 
ORGANIZATIONS budget allocation requested 
Afiican American Student'Union 5 ,200 6,650 
African Association 0 4,750 
Air Force ROTC Detatchment 5,450 10,000 
Alpha Phi Omega 0 1,014 
Alpha Phi Sigma-Phi Theta Omega Chapter 721 .56 0 
Alpha Theta Rho 0 8,055 
Amateur Radio Club· 5 ,050 19,600, 
Amer College of Healthcare Executives 0 7,070 
American Institute of Aemautics & Astronautics 2,750 6,000 
American Marketing Association 1,325 5,000 
American S~ciety of Civil Engineers 5,000 11,850 
American Society of Mechanidal Engineers 3 ,900 0 
ARMY ROTC 6 ,565 20,590 
Arts Alliance 2,000 0 
Asian Student Association 4,098 11.200 
Associated Builders and Contracts 435 0 
Association for Childhood Educ lnt'I - Brevard 4,436 8,130 
Association for Computing Machinery 40 0 
Association for Educational Comm. & Tech 250 0 
Association for Women in Communications 225 850 
Astronomy Society 950 2,350 
Baptist Collegiate Ministries 0 3,970 
Baseball Club 3 ,280 4,600 
Beta Alpha Psi 0 . 12,835 
Bhakti Yoga Club 550 0 
Billards Club 750 8,808 
Biology Graduate Student.Association 0 12,091 
Black Female Development Circle 2,200 5,800 
BSW Student Association (Social Work) 350 3,470 
Business Administration C9llege Council 0 4 ,000 
Butokukan-Tae Kwon Do 1,720 5,170 
Campus Crusade for Chirst 4,000 31,000 
Caribbean Student Association 1,400 5,900 
C.B.A. PhD Association 0 3,520 
Chi Epsilon 0 400 
Chinese Student and Scholar Association 2,150 5,500 
Christian Campus Fellowship 0 3,585 
Circle K International 0 6,700 
Classics Contemporary Renaissance Club 0 2 ,320 
Club Kreyol 4,000 "13,500 
Collegiate Music Educators 750 0 
Collegiate Percussive Arts Society 500 4 ,000 
CREOL Association of Optics Students 500 4 ,000 
Crew Club 10,000 81,250 
CrYptography Club 0 1,275 
Cypres~ Christain Life 792 0 
Cypress Dome Society 4 ,000 9,500 
Dive Club 0 8,525 
Education Student College Council 0 2 ,000 
· Electrochemical Society 0 8,900 
Elements 500 1,100 
Enviromental Society 3 ,500 10,000 
Eta Kappa Nu 500 0 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 1,350 0 
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance 1,065 14,100 
Film Club 0 16,900 
Finacnical Management Association 0 6 ,500 
' Florida engineering Society 500 0 
Forensic Science Association 400 200 
Free the Planet 0 8 ,210 
Gaming 0 4 ,425 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Union (GLBSU) 8 ,000 13,500 . 
Golden Key National Honor Society . 700 0 
Gospel and Cultural Choir 2,400 0 
, Graduate Student Nurses Association 0 4 ,500 
Graphic Design Student Association 0 28,679 
Greek Council 32,335 82,735 
Greenpeace at UCF 0 22,671 
Hispanic Amer:ican Student Association (HASA) 2,000 7,000 
Honros Congress 0 18,265 
Ice Hockey Club 10,528 34,202 
IEEE 0 4,495 
Institute of Industrial engineers 150 .(' 7,400 
Institute of Transportation Engineers 0 10,120 
international Student Associatiqn (ISA) 6 ,000 14,350 
Jewish. St~dent Union/Hillel 2,070 24,630 
John T. Washington Honor Society 894 28,835 
Kite Surfing Association 0 4 ,925 
La Societe Fancophon (French Club) 780 5 ,610 
Lambda Alpha Epsilon 632 2,500 
Management Information systems Association 1,350 0 
.Materials Research Society 0 13,500 
Men's Lacrosse Club 3 ,250 0 
MSW Student Association 0 3 ,550 
Muslim Student Association 5 ,070 86,750 
National Society of Black Engineers 1,250 14,100 
National Society of Minorities in Hospitality 0 42,100 
NORMLatUCF 0 13,000 
Omicron Delta Epsilon/Economics Club 0 875 
Omicron Delta Kappa 575 0 
Organization for Future Publ ic Administrators 1,200 1,335 
Orthodox Christian Fellowship 1.000 11,000 
Outlanders 885 0 
PC Gaming Club 0 980 
Phi Alpha Delta (Pre Law Fraternity) 210 0 
Phi Sigma Pi National Hornor Society 0 14,600 
Philosophy & Religion Club - UCF Brevard 0 1,150 
Photographic Association 1,500 4 ,000 
Pi Tau Sigma 80 0 
Pre-Professional Amer. Latino Medical Asso. 500 400 
Pre-Professional Medical Society 900 1 ,070 
Progressive Council· 0 13,277 
Ps~-Chi - Daytona C"!mpus 0 13,500 
Psi -Docs (Doctoral Org or Clinical St in Psychology) 0 16,285 
Psychology Club - Daytona Campus 0 - 11,418 
Public Affairs Doctoral Student Association 0 2 ,970 
Quotes Ad/Pr Club 0 6 ,750 
R Generation 0 10,738 
Radio &. TV r-:.Jew Director's Assoc_ (RTNDA)' 1,000 0 
Radiologic Sciences Student Organization 0 3 ,020 
Rebuilding on a Conservative Kor erstone (ROCK) 0 8 ,000 
Red Cross Club at -UCF · 0 2 ,915 
Robotic Combat Club 5 ,500 0 
Rowdy Knights 0 868 
Rugby Club - Men's 5,230 10,995 
Rugfiy Club - Women's 3,880 11,875 
Sailing Club 0 15,920 
Sangam - Indian StudentAssbciation 4,250 27,750 
Saxaphone Collegium 0 8 ,960 
Sigma Gamma ~ho Sorority 0 1 ,880 
Sigma Tau Delta 750 20,200 
Society of Automotive Engineers 5 ,000 15,433 
Society of· Hispanic Professional Engineers 5 ,000 15,433 
Society of Physics Students 0 3 ,495 
Society of Women Engineers 1,125 -13,500 
SRIE Student Chapter 0 1 ,650 
Student Atheltic Trainer's Organizatiorr·(SA TO) 500 0 
Student Chptr of Human Facorts & Ergonomics Sociey ~.ooo 0 
Student Council for Exeptional Children 500 0 
Student Council for Exeptional Children. - Brevard 3,030 13 ,900 
Student Managed Portfolio Team (SMP) 0 13,300 
Student Nurses Association 550 - 0 
Student Philosophy Club 0 3 ,595 
Student Respiratory Therapy Society 0 6 ,220 
Student Society of lndutrial/Organ'I Psychology 350 0 
Student Wellness Advocate Team (SWAT) 5,500 39,526 
Students for thew Exploration & Development of Space 0 16,880 
Tau Beta Pi 0 9,500 
Tau Beta Sig_!lla 0 6 ,150 
Tau Sigma National Honor Society 0 3 ,617 
· Trial team 3,250 12,950 
,United Natio,ns Association (Model UN) 0 12,800 
Volleyball Club 0 12,275 
Water Polo - Men's 145 3,007 
Water PolQ - Women's 486.50 1 ,507 
Women!s Lacrosse Club 1,120 4 ,500 
Women 's Prayer Band . 200 0 
Wrestling Club 12,165 44,004 
Sport-Related Club Funding 
Total Club & Organizations 240,754 1,382,165 

























































































































































Time To Expand 
Your Business? 
Whether. it's time f~; more equipment or additional 
working capital, talk with one of our friendly commercial 
loan specialists today! 
• Most decisions made within one week 
• Most loan closings within two -weekS 
-• Fast, friendly service 




1 O Alafaya Wcxxls Blvd 
407-365-2212 
8305 ROO Bug Lake Rd. 
( 407) 366-4868 
Member \vww.cboviedo.com @ 
FDIC ,,_ 
All studen_ts, facultY, and staff 




Honoring the memory 
of all Golden Knights who 
passed ·away during 
the 2002-2003 
academic year. 
Wedn~sday, A~ril 9, 2003 
3:00PM 
Cape Florida Ballroom 
Student Union 
April 7, 2003 • The Central Horida Future 
Wireless Internet service to· be 
to expanded to entire campus 
FROM PAGE 1 Honiecoming committee ·made. 
up· of representatives from _. 
want to see happenirig," Peiia , nearly every facet of campus . 
sai~. "Froni the few comments ·life . . These representatives will . · 
· I've .heard so far most . people include SGA leaders, . Greek 
·are happy With it and overall I members, residence halls, and 
don't see any major problenis." · . many more to enstire a campus-
In the ·most noticeable wide,. all-incilusive Iiomecom-
change to the budget .from last ing. 
year, the _senate significantly Currently, the Campus 
cut funding to the UCF· Gree~ Activities Board · organizes and 
Council. The umbrella organi- runs all Homecoming events. 
zation of about -3,000 students - The Homecoming committee 
received $32,335, in the current . will ·take responsjbility for · all 
budget, but that allocation has 7 ·• 'lfomecolning aetivities, and wW 
been slashed to $13,500 for next · pay for all event& with the allo-
year. The · Greek Council cation .. 
requested more than $80,000. Other major innovations to 
"It's going to hinder us a lit- the budget include the creation 
tle, it's going to make our exec- of an umbrella organization to 
utive boards have to work a lit- oversee and fund club sports 
tle liarder," said Interfraternity · such as crew and rugby. .SGA 
· Council President Ryan has allocated $150,000 for this 
O'Rourke. "The individual organization. 
chapters can individually ask Further additions to the 
for money and that can be taken budget include increased fund-
into account." ing to the Creative School for . 
The budget committee rec- Children. The- Creative School 
ommended that the Greek will receive $50,000 from SGA, 
Council could be better served . $45,000 of which is · allocated 
by SGA if it were to seek only for the operation of the 
"agency" status. With agency school. 
status, the Greek Co:uncil would ."This year we wanted to 
become a part of student gov- ensure the schooi remained stu-
ernment. As an SGA agency, the dent-centered so we increased 
Greek Council-would seek fuild- the amount a bit to cover a 
,ing from a different pot of deficit imposed on the school," 
money. Gould said. Last year the school 
The amount of $13,500 was received $10,0!)0 from SGA. 
the maximum- allocation Raises have been allocated 
allowed according to a guide- for the maintenance staff of 
line set by the · Budget SGA facilities. The raises will 
Committee. The corrimittee set affect only those staff members 
the guideline to ensure that all who are full-time employees 
organizations would indeed. ·and work in activity and service 
receive the fynding they need. . . fee-funded facilities such..as the 
'We wanted. to be fair to - Student Union, the Recreation 
everyone. Fairness is not every- and Wellness Center, ~d the 
one getting the same thing;. fair- Student Resource Center. The 
ness is getting what you need to · raise will. pay these employees 
succeed. The Greek Council is about $1.00 more per hour, or 
:receiving _benefits and services $40 each week. 
in other initiatives funded.in the Next year's budget 
overall budget;'' Sen. Marcus includes another large alloca-
Gould, budget chairman, tion for the completion of the ~ 
explairied. UCF Wireless Project. The sen-· 
Due to the fiscally conser- ate allocated $136,000 to the · 
vative guidelines set by the project, which will extend wire-
committee no organization was less services on campus to facil-
denied fwiding. While many felt ities ·including Greek Park, 
the belt tighten, every organiza- making UCF a completely wire-
tion that applied for funding less campus. Both SGA and 
was able to receive soine of UCF will fund the project. Gould 
what they requested. said the project should be com-
"The only clubs denied pleted before the fall semester 
funding don't, or did not .exist, begins. 
as a registered club during the Pending the availability of 
. process, or before the budget land on campus, SGA has allo-
. requests were due," Gottld said. cated $150,000 for a ROPES 
In addition to allocations project, which would be a lead-
for individual or~ations, the ership team- building cour.se on 
budget includefl sever~ large campus for groups ranging 
allocations for various projects from clubs and organizations to 
and commjttees. other schools. The cost ·of the 
A$360,000 allocation in the facility is be'ingpartially funded · 
budget Will allow for the ere- by SGA and partially by the uni-
. ation of a newly created versity. 
GET THE NAKED TRU1H 
Research UCF professors- before ' you r egister 
• Grade 'Dtstributions 
Dr. John Doe 
ENC 1101 -
A ..;..._ 100 
B ...._ 58 
c ... 25 
D • 10 .. 
F I :il 2 
w • 5 
Dr. Jane Doe 
ENC 1101 
A • 11 
B • 12 
c - p 
Results of professor. 
• . performance ·evalua~ions 
• Student comments 
Real ti me· interaction • wi.th fell ow ·students 
www. ucfpro'fessors. com' 
·Leading change in public f\lealth 
- ( 
From h~alth pron:otion and disease ·- And while our program is convenient, 
· pr,evention; to environmental health and 
adequate· access to health care, public 
health addresses some 0f today's 
· toughest problems. If you're interested 
in becoming part of the solution1 
consider. Barry University's professional 
Master of Public Health. Our 20-month 
program meets every other weekend, 
so you ca!1 get started on your career 




SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL 
SCIENCES/SCHOOL OF NATURAL AND 
HEALTH SCIENCES 
·11300 NE Second Avenue . 
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695 
mweiner:@mail.barry.edu , 
OtlJ coursework is substantial, ·so y<;m 
gradu~te with a thorough ~roundi!1g 
in t.i?e core areas of public .health~ -" ... 










W ith nearly $10.5 million at.their di~cre­tion, Student Government Association-le~ders have mac!e responsible alloca:-
t1ons in the budget for next school 
year. The SGA Senate could have spent more 
. time deliberating the butj.get, but the prelimi- · 
nary decisions show improvements over previ-
ous SGA spending decisions. 
By giving less funding to th~ Gre~k 
Council, student goverllIIlent leajers demon-
strated ·that they finally are starting to listen to 
the student body. The overwhelming majority of 
students, who do not belong to Greek organiza-
tions, want their activity and service fees to go 
to inclusive groups rather than those such as 
fraternities and sororities that exclude some 
students. 
Individual Gr~ek organizations can still 
request funding for particular projects. When 
Greek organizations host charitable events, 
'they can and perhaps should receive funding 
fromSGA. 
Additionany; all active organizations on 
. campus were recommended to receive funding 
next year. That's a change from last year, when 
many groups received nothing while others 
seeme4 to ·receive too much. While some organ-
izations received far less than they requested 
_ this time, every or@,nizatiori received at least 
some money. 
The $36.0,000 proposed for a new 
Homecoming Committee seems like an awful 
lot for a wee~ of often poorly attended events. 
Last year, the budget allocated nearly $106,000 
to the Office of Student Activities for 
Homecoming events. With more than three 
times that amount, the Homecoming Committee 
should have no excuse for stagj.ng a sub-par 
Homecoming Week, 
That new committee, which will include 
members from a number of different campus 
organizations,· should work hard to fipd out 
. which performers students want to see, and 
then book those performers. As one of the 
largest universities in the state, UCF deserves 
· a top-notch Homecoming Week that caters to 
students' interests. 
Student government deserves credit· for 
taking a step to help the janitorial staff of the 
university, something the administration has 
hesitated to do. The SGA budget includes raises 
of $1 per hour for janitors who work in SGA-
run buildings, a noble step that recognizes the 
hard work these employees perform to keep 
UCF clean and beautiful. 
Thank you, SGA, for !poking out for the 
most under-appreciated members of the UCF -
community. Thank you, also, for funding cam-
pus organizations in a more responsible and 
equitable manner. 
OUR STANCE: 
Preventing problems for 
next year~s park patfy. 
A fter more than 7 ,000 stud~nts showed . up at Islands of Adventure Thursday night, we have to call "UniVersal 
Knights" a great_ success-. The turnout _ 
exceeded most eXI?,ectations, including that of 
, Student Body· President Marco Pena. . 
· The great turnIDµt indicates that students 
a~proved of'the ev~l\t? for which the Student 
~overnment Association spent $125,000. It also 
demonstrates that SGA did a fine job promoting 
it. By most .accounts, the 7,000 studentswho 
. were ad.Initted fo~ free had a great time. Many 
others wanted to attend, but circumstances did 
not allow that to. happen. . - _ 
For example, because "Universal Knights" 
took place on a Thursday, hundreds, and· per- · 
haps thousands, could not attentj, because of 
. co1iflictfj with scheduled classes. SGA should 
sched,ule"' future events _such as this for a 'friday · 
or SaturClay; so that classes will not interfere. -
Additionally; SGA should provide at least 
one month's notice for the event, so that those 
who work but want to attend have time to 
.rearrange their work schedules. 
· Indeed, even with those two groups miss- . 
ing, hundreds of students who showed up at the 
evenf still did not get in before the cutoff of , 
7,000 free admissions. After watching their fel-
- low students stream through the gates _without 
paying, most stragglers - includillg those who . 
arrived in plenty of time, but encountered large 
crowds at the gate - did not want to pay -
$19.95 to get in, and walked away. ~· 
SGA could re.solve this problem fairly easi~ 
ly. Rather than luring students with the-prom-
ise of free admission and only allowing 7,000 to 
take advantage of the deal, SGA should subsi-
dize tickets for all. Every student could pay a 
discQUn.ted admission, say·$10, to enjoy the· 
park, and no student could.then complain 
about getting cheated. (With a regular all-day 
ticket price of $51:95, that $10 is still a bar-
gain.) 
To avoid the long lilles that await~d stl,t · 
dents when they arrived at the park entrance, 
SGA should make tic,l\.ets available prior to the 
event.. That way; only those students who have 
·tickets would make the 22-mile drive. No one . 
would waste time.traveling, only to be discour-
aged upon their arrival. Students who already 
. ;held and had 'paid for theµ- tickets wouldn?t feel 
the need to cut into lines_, and the unnecessary 
:Waiting.time at the gate would be reduced, ihus · 
alloWing students more time in the park. 
"Universal Knights" at Islands of . 
Adventure was hugely successful, but better · 
pfa.niling for.futur~ events could make-them 
even more successful 'for more. students, and 
could prevent some-of the complfilnts students 
had Thursday night. -
- . 
·"Mon.ey is the __ barometer of~ society'$ vi·rtue.!'_ 
-:-AY~ RAND - . 
We have the 
Americat1s 9" the rut1! 
.Surrout1ded, even! · 
They are nowhere t1ear · 
Jaghdad!· -
Where are all the yellow ribbons? . 
I was walking back from Steak. · n Shake when I · These are our brothers. sisters, friends and co-workers. 
s<m some of my residents tearing off yellow ribbons til'd They are our neighbo~ and dassmates, and in many 
to the trees of-the Academic Villa~ courtyard. I askl'd cases. they are us - UO: students and faculty. 
them why they ~re do.ing that and 001tual~ they Where are the yellow ribbons? Where ~ the sup- · 
respondl'd they ~re anti-war. ·port! Why haven't~ real~ed wh~ does the fighting? A 
Whether or not you hold anti-war or pro-war sen- ~low ribbon symbol~es the hope for a safe return 
timents. support your troops. These are nat beasts born home. Show some respect for the students who can't 
out of some machine; these are kids who joined the . attend dass .right now; and perhaps spare some for 
armed services for Montgomery GI bills tO pay fur J01- . dm who ne\{'f wiH. 
lege to become doctors and teachers. · 
These are boys and girls~ plt¥d ~th as:t<ids. . -!MTHllANNON . 
Islands of Adventure-.1: dlaOs from.start to finish 
SG/i.s "Universal_ Knights" Was a· com~ete waste 
of time and money. . . 
SGA's daim that they were allov.ed funding for 
this event because no program or club was left without 
· funding is not true. I work for RfAGl Peer Education 
and our yearly HIV Awareness event "Block it out with 
a ~t" almost didn't receive funding. 
we· had to keep pushing, and in the end, ~ 
final~ receiVed money for our event But we \\€re lucky, 
because there \\€f'e other dubs and organizations, just 
as deserving, that didn't re;eive the funding they need-
l'd. . . \' 
Furthermore, I feel that the event was very unor-
ganized. If SGA was planning on making the event a 
first1:ome. first-serve basis. they should have had a 
method where students could pick up tickets in advance. 
This would have minimized the mess outside of 
· Islands of Adventure. I arrived at the park at 8:30 p.m. 
and stood in line for. an hour and was not al~ in 
for free. Others waitl'd dose to two hours and they still 
aidn't get in free. . . 
PeoQle \\lle cutting in liJle and being forceful. 
. Oiarging $20 for the remaining time was a waste of 
money. I know that UCF didn't set this price. but maybe 
they could have negotiatl'd for something less. 
Prople inside the park had. to wait dose to 50 
minutes to. get on one-ride. Many people left due to the 
chaos and uncontrolll'd environment SCA. next time 
that you plan· an event this large at a popular theme 
park. please be more organ~l'd. 
,_ -MR <iONlAJil 
~t went wnn,J3t theme-part party 
. - As a student who is not active in student gov-
ernment. Greek organizations or many other campus 
life activities, I decided to start exercisin9 some school 
wirit and attended "Universal Knights' Thursday. . 
Wow; what a letdown. This program was 
organized and executec}poorly Qn so many levels, and 
I wanted to inform the public about some of the core 
problems with this event · - from the viewpoint of 
someone who isn't .heavily involved with school poli-
cy or government. 
· If SGA is going to spend $125.000 to cater.to 
7,000 students, they should have gone all out to 
. ensure every student paid the same rate. 
I'm sure there are a tori of students who are 
upset with this event because they weren't able to gp, 
but I bet there are more students who are angry hav-. 
ing made the trip down there because th~y either 
had to pay because tickets ran. gut, or opted to riot 
pay and went· home ha,ving wastl'd gas· and toll 
money. 
There are · also plenty. of students who were 
annoyed by the ridiculous lines. It felt like~ were a 
herd of cattle ..:... there was nothing separating lines -
and no crowd control. _ , 
- The announcer repeating that the free ticket -
levels were 'nearing capacity' surely did not help-calm 
the crowds that nearly caused a stampede. 
· · Most people didn't get-into the park until well 
· after 9 p.mv which shortened our event by an hour. 
In cl~ing, I feel that the'SGA had its "heart" in 
the right place, but could have eiecuted more plan-
. ning. Seven thousand students came and Went real 
fast, and SGA should remember that before laying 
down. an eighth of a million dollars for single eveot. 
-JARED TOMLIN50N 
April 7, 2003 • The Central Florida.Future 
' 
Simple ways 





\Yi.th all that is happening 
in the news right now, it is too 
· easy to see all that is bad in the 
world But then along comes an 
event that helps us to remember 
the good 
Thank goodness for the · 
American Cancer Society and its 
Relay for Life; 
Held on the gromids of the 
UCF Varsity Track and Field, 
this annual event is meant to 
raise much-needed .money to 
help continue an~ advance the 
fight against cancer - a disease 
that, as was noted during the -
opening eeremonies; affects·vir-
. tually everyone, either directly 
or indirectly. 
As a newcomer to this 
event, I was little aware of "What 
it would entail. All I knew at the 
outset was that I had volun-
teered to work a shift at our tent, 
walk a few laps around the track 
and then ·be off. 
Once I arri:Ved, however, I 
found it difficult to leave. 
- Participants' booths reflect-
ed a carnival-esque atmosphere. 
A dunk booth. A miniature base-
ball field A makeshift jail in 
which you could imprison any-
one of your choosing. There was 
even a tent where Karaoke 
awaited - if you dared. 
Of course there was food 
FROM PAGE 12 
~m dirt cups to vegetable 
soup, your taste buds were sure 
to. be appeased. Music and enter-
tainment kept the crowds in fes-
tive spirits. 
And the funds. all go to a 
gl)Qdcause. · 
This was by no means an 
all-I!ight party, however. There 
was greater purpose here. 
At its core, the event 
brought together a community of 
people with similar ordeals and 
. experiences. It celebrated not 
just the lives of survivors, but the 
. memory .of those we have lost. 
There were moments of 
great introspection and refloo-
tion fil!'oughout the evening, 
highlighted by the Luminaria 
Ceremony. Individuals who 
wished to honor loved ones 
could place candles along the 
track, which were lit dillirig this 
ceremony and burned through-
out the night. 
The beauty of the festival 
might have been lost on me a 
year ago. My grandfather passed 
away suddenly in early _ 
· December due to colon cancer, 
·which had been discovered only 
about a month earlier. Before 
that, I had no direct experience 
with the disease. The subse-
·quent barrage of emotions, even 
though shared within my imme-
diate family; nevertheless left 'me 
feeling suddenly isolated and 
alone. 
But having attended the 
Relay for Life this ,past weekend, 
.hearing others share their sto-
ries and personal experiences 
with cancer, I feel as though my 
heart has finally accepted what 
my brain has been trying to tell 
it. I am not alone. 
PLEASE SEE Joy ON 14 
· S6A funding fair and justified 
This letter is a response Alex Babcock's 
article "SGA theme-park party invites 7.000 for 
free." published Thursday. April 3. Your paper is 
an embarrassment to our school, and as far as 
fair and professional reporting goes, you don't -
even come dose to it. 
The insinuation the article made that 
the money spent on the event was wasted 
because other dubs and organizations did not 
receive funds was completely unfounded. As a 
senator, I .know SGA tri~ its hardest to fairly 
fund every registered dub as much as possible. 
Due to financial restraints. it is impossi-
ble to fund every single dub any ridiculous 
amount it asks for. For example, giving the 
Bowling Oub ·$45.000 is just not realistic and 
unfair to other dubs who need funding as well. 
The allegation made_ that Greek organi-
zations have received more funds than other 
· groups is preposterous. I am sick of the bias I 
constantfy see in this paper and as a journal-
ism major, I am personally disgusted at the 
inadequacy in reporting the facts .and· the 
truth. 
. . This· paper does nothing but complain 
and attack SGA and rarely acknowledges its 
leaders that work· so hard to make this univer~ 
sity a great school. The fact that the personal 
bias of your staff is so apparent in your report-
ing makes you an embarrassment to the jour-
nalism profession. I feel bad· for the students 
who fall victim to your deceitful reporting. 
Oean up your ·act and start reporting both 
sides of the story for once. 
-JENNIFER DIENST 
Conservative views are an example of the blame game .-
This is in response to Jeff Mcl.aughlins let-
ter to the editor on April3. 'We are a nation of _ 
selfish people.'' · 
I am sick of hearing your extreme right 
views. First off. your opinions ·on why we a[e in 
this war are too idealistic. I suppoft the war, but 
I also realize that-humanitarian aid is not the 
enly reason we are in it 
Our nation will benefit from our involve-
ment and I think that ~ reason .enough to take 
direct action against Iraq. Next, prayer has no 
place in our schools and Bush has no right to 
quote Scripture in his speeches. This nation was 
founded with the idea of separation of church 
.and state, and it should remain that way. 
: Do you realize how stupid you conserva-
tives sound when you blame every problem in 
our nation on the lack of prayer in schools. sex · 
education and Bill Ointon? For the record. I think 
·it was wrong what Bill Ointon did; I think he. was 
a lousy president ... but get over it. 
Do you still cry about Nixon. too? If your 
goal is to make the student population stay 
away from religious fanatics like yourself. I assure 
you. you are doing an excellent job. If that isn't 
your goal, then please do us all a favor and keep 
your vieW5 inside your cult If \\€0re interested. 
· we'll come knocking on your spaceship. 
-BENOROOJI 
.OlasSes 
. . , 
·starting Soon! 
LSA~: Classes be.gin Thursday, May 1, 2003 
. ~ 
·GMAT: Classes begin Wednesday, May 7, 2003 
GR~: Classes begin -Tuesday, May 13, 2003 
MCAT: Classes b,egin Monday, May 12, 2003 
DAT: Classes begin Wednesday, June 4, 2003 




•Test names are r&glstered trademarl<s or tl1eir respective owners. ~ 
-The Royal Hann.eford Circus 
Saturday and Sunday, April 12th and 13th. 
Shows. at 10:~0 AM, 2:30 PM and 7:00 PM each day. 
Proceeds benefit 
Bahia Shrine Center. 
Payments are 
not tax deductible. 
General admission.$10.00 Each 
Tickets On Sale Now At 
Bahia Shrine Ceµter 
2300 Pembrook Drive 
Orlando, FL 32810 
( 407) 660-8811 
·"' 
14 • Opinions 
Anti-war side needs 
. , 
·better mar~eting · 
JANE EISNER 
. KNIGHT.RIDDER 
Say what you will ~bout the 
war with Iraq, but it's here, prob-
ably for some time. All ±he 
demonstrations, candlelight vig-
ils and earnest war·protests 
seemed to make no difference to 
the leaders deciding the course 
of events, or to the American 
public that still backs them. 
So peaceniks are left shak-
ing their heads, wondering how 
to get their message across and 
counteract the mesmerizing 
images Of bombing and blood 
now dominating the national 
new military fatigue bra, avail-
able afmany. Marshall's depart-
_· ment stores for only$14.99! 
And, evidently, buying a 
fuel-efficient, safety-conscipus 
auto:qiobile is not con8idered as 
stylish as driving a· Hummer, 
even though it looks like a 
squished house and costs about 
as much. 
You're not;Jling in America 
without a brand, an image, and 
I'm afraid the peace community 
does not always appear very, um, · 
attractive. 
Here's how the 
Philadelphia Inquirer 
described the protesters who 
screen. demonstrated on the first day of 
I have a suggestion fqr this · ,_. · thewar: "SO:ri;ie were scaj-cely 
someone make nonviolence look 
trendy? 
An even greater challenge is 
competing witµ G.I. Joe. The 39-· 
year-old "action figure" is more 
. popular than ever, with sales 
increasing 46 percent last.year, 
and that was before opening a 
bottle of Beaujolais became a 
political statement. 
Somehow millions of boys 
and men - many consumers 
are adult collectors - have con- · 
eluded that owning a 12-inch 
piece of plastic dressed in ersatz 
fatigues is an act of patriotism. 
Now Gt Joo is being joined 
on the battlefield with a.member 
of Delta Force and all manner of 
-high-tech gadgetry, as toy manu-
struggling community: ,. . ·• · acru.;tts: braided hair, baggy ·· 
Accessorize. :-..~: ;. ~ clothes, ·$-.assortment of body-
Cousumer products are the piercirig. Others were veterans of 
lingua franca of our realm. The . the peace movement since 
. · ·facturers work with the military 
to prod11ce the latest in chemical 
proteetion: suits and unmanned · 
.robotic vehicles. 
anti-war 'folks can talk all they Vietnam: gray-haired a!!d bald-
.want about diplomacy and the ing, faces worn, p~unches some-
horrors of battle and tlie need for times straining their jeans." 
international alliances, but talk Can this hope to compete 
cannot compete with the ever- · with a Christian Dior collection 
popular G.I. Joe. (Never mind.his of ~ouflage underwear and 
control Jeep and strike vehicles.) evening gowns? I think not. 
Teach-ins cannot possibly So military has g0ne main-
be as sexy as wrapping ~me's stream, embedding itself, s~all 
breasts in camouflage With The we say, in pill' culture. -Can't 
~· _:, ·r-<. ._ '\ _,_ .... :· !or~ 
Tu capture the hearts and 
minds of the nation's young, the 
peace movement should pal up 
with a highly creativ~ toymaker 
to market an "action figure" that 
uses words rather than quick-
loading 3Ssault weapons. 
War will never be driven to· 
the sidelines unless peace 
becomes sexy and desirable. 
Joy coineS ~th off&ifig a helpipg hand 
~ROM PAGE 13 :-.. .... ~so reveale4fil~ valU:~u.f ci>m- ~<~:, Ab.d.,;hat better place to 
. - . . .~ · · t·· n;nµlity on a;~?~al scale:. . : : , , ~ s~art_ than. With our generation? 
For Il!e, the.fes .,,... _:-- ·wit~ r Borders may seem-to dissolve. Opperjunities are all 
its varying degrees of-tone and-~ as nations become more readily · around qs. It could be as simple 
~motion - seemed to ref.le-Ct~ .. "' ·accessible to each oth,er. . ". ~ pr~Q.¢ing random acts of 
and perhaps even compl~fo, ·a Communities, .tiowever,will · ·kindness. It could mean volun-
personal catharsis . .. ""'' - - . · remain_the foundation upon · teering.at.a homeless shelter or 
Furthermore, the cfelebr~- · . which all else is built. · " partiCipating in a park clean-up. 
tory mood of this group was We must learn to interact' It could mean teaching a child 
truly ·refreshing. Everyone in .· -· Within them, .every day, as .was to read. Whatever the course 
attendance, everyone who . seen during the re~ay - with . we opt fof, we all coUld have a 
worked behind tlie scenes, -· . humility and benevolence and positive impact. 
everyone w}?.o helped make the the belief that we all share a The world is our collective 
event a success, ·contributed · . common goal that is greater - inheritance, after·all. Should we 
something to the cause of com- than ourselves. We must mott- ·not try to make it better, in 
batiµg cancer. It was inspiring vate ourselves less with materi- whatever way we can? 
to see so many people so willing al gains and focus on the intrin-
t<_> help. sic joy that accompanies help- Columnist Christopher A(nold can be . 
· But the "weekend's events ing others. reached at chris@ucffuture.com 
·Do you ev_er 
experience ANY 





If so; CNS. He.althcare may be 
able t~ help at no cost.to you. 
All assessments are confidential. 
*'Tense 
*Depressed .. ' 
(J\J_5 
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EDUC A TIO N 
They give their blood, why don't we? 
[31ood donations get sent overseas. 
Student Union 
Business l;l.uilding and 
H9nors CoUege 
Monday, April 8 ·. -
t0:30am - 4:30pm 
Tuesday, April 9 
1 lam - 5pni 
Thursday, April · 10 
10am - 4:30pm 
Every donor will receive a coupon for. a 







436 SEMORAN BLVD, 
Crlspers NOW OPEN· Colonial Promenade 
University Park 1 · 329 South Semoran Blvd. · Winter Park 
•· P.hone (407) 673-4100 ·Fax (407) 673-4140 • 
Waterford Lakes -.557 N. Alafaya Trail· Orlando 
Phone ( 407) 482-4 72 7, • Fax ( 407) 482-5851 
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improbable ratty . 
CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
Entering its three-game 
i:;eries with Atlantic Sun foe 
Campbell last weekend, the UCF 
baseball team's season seemed 
like it was hanging on theedge of a 
cliff. The Knights went into the . 
weekend 20-11 overall, but just 5-4 
in the conference and losers of 
· three of their last four. 
Then in Friday's series open-
er, the ·Camels tagged staff ace 
Taylor Cobb for three runs in the 
first inning and five more in the 
thlrd. Meanwhile UCF kept hitting 
Campbell starter Josh Blades but 
couldn't find a way to get anyone 
across home plate. 
Down 9-0 guing info the bot-
tom of the eighth inning, the 
Knights seemed ready to fall off 
. that cliff. Then something amazing 
happened - a comeback never 
before seen in 21 years under 
Coach Jay Bergman. 
Fbur runs in the bottom of the 
eighth. 
Cupp throws first no-hitter, UCF sweeps Belmont 
MATT BET,HON 
STAFF WRlTER 
Dottie Cupp pitched no-hit-
ter as the Knights softMn team 
took three of four games las~ week-
end froin Belmont Universiiy and 
Lipscomb. On Saturday, UCF won 
its first game over Belmont 5-2 and 
run-ruled the Bruins in the second_ , M-~-" 
game to the tune of an 11-0 victory. . :1Ji 
UCF improved to 28-21 on the sea- ~-
son and 7-3 in the Atlantic Sun 
Conference after the. Belmont 
sweep. 
In the first game UCF scored 
two-runs in the first inning before 
Belmont responded with two of its innings and allowing only two 
oWD. in the bottom half of .the unearned-runs. ·· · 
inning. The Knights tacked on · In the second · game UCF , . 
another run in the third and main- ·· jumped all over Belmont starter 
tained a one-r.un lead into the .sev- Tara Allen, t8.gging her for . 11 
enth iri.Ding, when Lindy Oakley earned runs and handing Allen her 
doubled off ·the left field wall, scor- 14th loss of the season. Cupp start-
ing two. Starting pitcher Pysha ed the'scoringin the first inning for 
. Simmons gut the first out of the the Knights with a solo home run. 
seventh.inning before Dottie Cupp -UCF added four runs in the fourth 
came in and retired the final two inning and added six in the-sixth, 
batters, earning her first save of three off a horn~ run by Stephanie 
the season. _ Best. · 
Simmons picked up her third 
win of the season, pitchl:ng 6· 1!3 P LEASE SEE Softball's~oN. l9 
-.._, 
ADAM RoscHE I CFF 
Dottie Cupp (above) threw a no-hitter arid hit a-home run in 
UCF's 11-0 win over' Belmont Saturday. Jen Whitley, left, hit 
two hom~e runs in a 13-2 win over Lipscomb Friday. · 
Five runs in~the bottom of the 
ninth. . 
And finally a game-winning 
base hit in the bottom of the 12th 
inning:· off the bat of . freshman 
~wButera 
"[Assistant head coach Greg 
Frady] told me 'you're probably 
guing to see a first pitch fastball,"' 
Butera said "I saw it, swung it, gut 
a lucky break. Sometimes it hap-
pens. 
"It was a team game tonight. 
We came through, pulled together 
and we won it together." 
PLEASE SEE Michael ON 19 
Center fielder 
daylimpner 
made a perfect 
throw to the 
plate Saturday to 
nail Campbell's 
Chris Wiley in the 
fifth inning, 
. preserving UCF's 
1-0 lead. The 
Knights won 
game one of the 
·double-header, . 
6-0, but dropped 
the second game 
5-8. 
Streakin' 
Men's.tennis team' rides 
17-match Winning streak 




That was the last time the UCF men's tennis team · 
felt the perils of defeat. It was the 
Knights' second consecutive loss of 
. the season ~er falling_ 7-0 to the No. . 
5 Florida Gators and came at the 
hands of Alabama-Birmingham. 
"It was an ·eye-Opener for us," 
said Fernando Martinez, assistant 
ooaph and former'UCF tennis player. 
"We were so confident coming in 
because we have such a great 
.team." 
Since then the Knights have 
been on a 17-match winning streak 
and have one match left before regu-
Next match 
· UCF vs USF' _ 
Sat. April 12 
12 p.m at UCF 
lar season play comes to a close. However, the focus is 
on winning the Atlantic Sun Championship for the first 

brownies FREE when you purchase 
any garden-fresh gourmet salad 
over $4.00. or hearty stacked sandwich. 
Try our 7 cooki flavors (or one brownie flavor) 
for FREE. Just sli w us your current UCF student IP· card. ) 
Free Nibblers cup urith main dish purchase 
~d f!CF student ca.~d offer good April 7 --April 20. 
Limit one p'er customer per visit, please. 
REGISTRATION FORM 
(Return registration to the Rec. 
& Wellness Center, suite 111.) 
First Name 
E-Mail Address 
Phone · SSN 
· Sex ___ ll:_ge ___ Shirt Size :· M L XL 
Teams (each member must submit individual 
registration form by . 






In consideration of this entry, I, the undersigned participant acknowledge that I 
am acquainted with the various risks of participating in the SWAT.SK Run & Walk 
at Greek Park on April 11th, 2003. I am aware of the various risks of participating 
in this activity includ!ng, but not limited to, the significant risk of serious 
personal injur)', death, or personal property cfamage or destructiol), and assume 
for the above-named individual all risks and consequences associated with or 
arising in connection with such participation. I further attest and verify that I am 
physically fit, have trained sufficiently for the competition of this event and that I 
am racing at my own risk. - • 
I hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless the State of Florida, the Board of ' 
RegentS' of tbe State of Florida, and UCF, their employees, sponsors, beneficiaries, 
representatives, successors and assigns from and against any_and all claims, 
damages, actions, liability and expenses in connection with any and all injuries 
suffered to me in this event. Event will go on rain or shine. 
I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RELEASE FORM AND 
UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO ITS CONTENTS . . 
Signature (must be signed by parent if under 18) 
· I 
•' 
NACFf O A'lERAGE 
FASTFOO,D 
Terminate the taco, and squash 
the quesadilla. Crispers is here ... 
your new quick, delicious alternative . 
to fast food.We've been a central 
Florida se'1sation for over ~ourteen 
·years ... now in Orlando with new . 
locations op·ening all the time . . 
Stoke up on garden-fresh gourmet 
salads, hearty stacked sandwiches, 
a dozen te_mpting soups, all made 
fresh every single day. 
If you're a sweet freak, you should 
know that our dess..erts are 
absolutely outrageous ... creamy 
cheesecakes, rich layer cakes, 
cookies; and brownies. Be sure · 
·to try a sundae or m.ilkshake made 
with delicious Publix Premium · 
ice cream. 
. \c~7 
ALA FA YA 
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Michaelleads Knights ·to· ·series: win 
FROM PAGE l6 
-
The unfathomable rally erased 
a horrible outing by Cobb, who -
entered the game with a staff lead-
ing 1.94 ERA. He allowed seven 
earned runs in 2 1/3 innings. And it 
also made a footnote of David 
Mann's adventurous day in left 
field. His misplay of Jason Brown's 
RBI double in the top of the third 
allowed the Camels to break the 
game open. He did, howeve:t; go 3-
for-4 With three walks and an RBI. 
On the Campbell side, Blades 
lost a chance at a great outing. He · 
allowed 12 hits in four earned runs 
in 7 2/3 innings, but those numbers 
are somewhat misleading because 
he was left out on the mound for 
147_pitches. It was a clear indica-
tion of the ·camels' weakness in the 
bullpen. Campbell went through 
three relievers in the ninth inning 
before recording an out. 
five runs, one earned. He w~nt to 4-
3 on the year. · 
For Mincks (4-2), his recent 
struggles .continued. He allowed 
seven hits and six runs in 4 2/3, 
though just three runs were 
earried. Still, he has a 13.51 ERA 
over his. past three starts and has-
n't gotten out of the fifth inning. It .. 
C9uld cost bjm. his spot in the week-
end rotation as UCF attempts to 
improve upon a 2-4 record in the 
final game of tbree-game sets. 
'We've got a lot of considera-
tions now," Bergman said. 'We've 
got to figure some way to Win the 
third game, that's for sure. 
[Removing Mincks from the rota-
tion] is something we'll have to 
think about." 
Tum Rispoli took tbe loss, his 
first decision of the season. Kyle 
Bono pitched a scoreless 2 213 in 
the extra frames to get the win, 
ADAM RoscHE I CFF 
Mark Michael threw his third consecu~ive complete game and shut out Campbell in Saturday's 6-0 win. He improved to 6-1 on the year. 
Butera, the hero of the first 
game, kept up· a recent hot streak · 
in going 4-for-10 with two RBis and 
three runs scored in the series. 
Mann (4-for-9, six walks, two RBis) 
Kragt (5-for-11, four runs scored, 
two RBis}, Ryan Bear (5-for-10, twQ 
.RBis) and Brown (4-for-11, four 
runs scored) all also had a strong 
series at the plate. 
team-high sixth win as the Knights 
triumphed 6-0. 
After allowing two runs to score in 
the fifth, he loaded the bases in the 
bottom of the sixth by hitting three 
batters, then walked Mann to allow 
a run to score. UCF got two more 
runs on a singie by Kragt and a sac 
fly by Clay Timpner. 
tagged with the loss for Campbell. 
improving to 4-1. _ 
"I told the players in every 
season there's always a defining 
moment that really gets you going 
in the right direction," Bergman 
said. "That's_ [Friday night's game] 
probably the Closest that we've had 
this season to that happening. I 
was really pleased. It would have 
been a lot easier to roll it over and 
pack it in. But we didn't." . 
"It was a must-win. We needed 
to get things rolling," Michael said. 
'We had a lot of momentum from 
the night before. For me fo come 
out and hold them early was huge 
to try to take their confidence away 
from them .. " 
Unfortunately, UCF couldn't 
finish off the Camels, dropping the 
final game of the doubleheader and 
series 5-8. 
Though the team didn't fully 
capitalize on the momentum of 
Friday night's thriller by getting 
the sweep, it took solace in finally 
winning a home conference series 
after losing its first two of the sea-
son. 
UCF got on the board quickly 
when Dee Brown knocked in 
Nathan Kragt with a single in the 
bottom of the first inning. That lead 
held as Michael cruised, but the 
Knights couldn't add to the advan-
tage until the fifth inning. 
Meanvvb.ile,Michaelcontinued 
to pitch superbly, notching his third 
straight complete game, though all 
came in seven-inning games. Still, 
he allowed just four hits and one 
walk, striking out six and improv-
ing to 6-1. 
Starter Lincoln Mincks gave 
up two runs in the first inning and 
three in the third, thanks in part to 
his own .throwing error. He also 
allowed a home run to Jason UCF is now 22-12, 7-5 in the A-
Sun. Once again the Knights travel 
to Tampa for a Tuesday contest 
against South Florida, then have a 
weekend series at Belmont. 
· Brown in the fifth inning, the- last 
batter he would face. 
Mark Michael made sure that 
the good feeling carried over, at 
least for a game. Starting the first 
game of a Saturday double-header, 
with both games being seven-
inning contests, he pitched his first 
shutout of the year and got his 
Ag~ they beat up on 
_Oampbell's bullpen, getting four of 
their runs off a wild Brandon Yates. 
"I've just been working ahead 
and hitting my spots and good 
things happen when you do that," 
Michael ·said. 
Starter Matt Kleweno (2-4) got 
The Knights again tried to. 
mount a rally late, but this time 
couldn't get to the Camels' weak 
relief corp. Jeff Stovall went all 
seven innings for Campbell, surviv-
ing another late comeback attempt 
by UCF. He allowed eight hits and 
"It was great to win the series. 
We had to win the series," Michael 
said. "Hopefully we'll keep things 
rolling, come out and win on 
Tuesday.~· 
FROM THE SPORTS DESK 
UCF rowers defend 
FIRA championship 
UCF hopes to ride · streak to first A-Sun Championship 
The·UCF women's rowing team earned five 
first-place finishes as the Knights earned their sev-
enth-consecutive Florida Intercollegiate Rowing 
Associ.ation Championship at Tumpa Bypass 
Canal on Saturday. 
The Varsity 8+ crew, which featured Kristen 
Larson, Anne Cooper, Amy Price, Crystal Weiss, 
Tanya Kleisler, Maya Fluharty, Natalie Blades, 
Becky Meale and coxswain Sheila Marti, earned 
the trophy in its event with a time of 6:13.8. 
The Junior Varsity 8+ of Heather Cox, Erin 
Weigers, Shola Ajayi, Meredith Thomas, Salena 
Norman, Ashley Shapiro, Vtlma Ramos, Christy 
Collierand coxie Daria Smith def ended its title by 
finishing in 6:19.6. 
In the Varsity Lightweight . 4+, the Knights 
took first and second. Tracy Johnson, April 
Verpoorten, Alison Fournier, Janae Corrado and 
Sara Marti finished in 7:00.36, followed by Heather 
Seward, Lauren Gombar, Melissa Gonzalez, Kylie 
Roberts and Summer Taylor with a time of .7:08.6. 
PLEASE SEE Women's ON 20 
FROM PAGE 16 
time in UCF men's tennis history; rather 
than the streak. 
In fact, the streak is something they 
rarely even discuss. 
'We don't talk too much about win-
ning. I never mentioned once about the 
winning streak to these guys," Coach 
Bobby Cashman said. 
Questions concerning the streak 
seem trivial to Cashman, "I don't u;nder-
stand. You always want to win every 
match as a coach. Why would you want 
to lose?" 
· Luckily for him, he hasn't had to 
worry about that question this season. 
The Knights are a force to be reck-
oned with. · 
"Coaches call me and say, 'Hey we 
don't want to play you guys,"' Cashman 
said. 
And it's not hard to see why. ·The 
Knights have pulled through victorious-
ly while facing some stiff competition in 
teams _such as the nationally ranked 
Qolorado and Georgia State. They've 
blown teams such as Stetson and 
Boston College away. 
But they have had their close calls, 
as in their recent match against Barry 
University. Tied at three points apiece, 
the match came down to the doubles 
play. No. 1 doubles, where juniors 
Catalin Bradu and Antonio Sierra 
squared off against Samir M'Bioka and -
Thomas Hipp, would decide the match. 
Bradu and Sierra won 7-3 in the 
tiebreaker to come away with a 9-8 win 
over the Bucs' top team. 
"They had a good support system," 
Cashman said. "They were really riding 
us. We played hard and there was some 
good fighting. The competition was stiff 
but we pulled through." 
And everyone has pulled their 
weight, according to the coaches. 
"People have stepped up in certain 
matches and helped out, put everyone 
has contributed," Cashman said 
So what is their winning strategy? 
. They have no unordinary rituals. They 
do the basic stretching, practicing and 
· mental preparation before each match. 
Said Cashman: 'We take care of 
practice and that takes care of the 
Softball's bats finally come alive 
FROM PAGE 16 
Cupp pitched the complete 
game and threw her first career no-
hitter, striking out six while walk-
ing only two. She became the third 
Knight pitcher to throw a no-hitter 
this year. Taylor Sawyer and 
Simmons both accomplished the 
feat earlier in the season. 
On Friday the-Knights split a 
double-head~r with Lipscomb. In 
the first game, Jennifer Whitley hit 
two home runs and had three RBis, 
leading UCF to a 13-2 victory. UCF 
pounded out a school record four 
home runs in the game and tallied 
16 hits as a team. Whitley finished 
the game 3-for-4 with a double and 
two home runs. Stephanie Best 
was 3-for-4 witlf a double, a "home 
run and two RBis. Rachelle 
Schmidt also homered and had two · 
RBis, and Jenna Wansa and Nikki 
Green each added two RBis apiece. 
Cupp pitched the complete 
game, striking out five and allow-
ing only two hits. She also went 2-
for-4 from the plate. 
UCF was unable to take its 
momentum into the· second game, 
however, dropping the nightcap 9-
.5. 
The Knights' bats came alive 
on1 the weekend, pounding out 34 
runs and six home runs. 
matches. It's worked out so far:" 
Martinez, who was a senior during 
Cashm.an's first season at UCF, said that 
this team is much more-disciplined than 
. his college teammates were. And he 
credits much of the team's success to 
Cashman. 
"This team has shown that they can 
handle pressure," Martinez said. ''.And it 
starts from ·the top. You learn from 
example." 
For their last match of the regular 
season, the Golden Knights will face No. 
43 USF on Saturday. They will be com-
ing off of a two-week break. Cashman 
· doesn't think that time out will be of 
damage to the team. 
'We took a few days off," he said. 
"They've been playing so many matches 
that I think this long break will be good 
for them mentally and physically." 
He believes that this game will pre- -
pare them for the A-Sun.Tournament. 
"I have a lot of faith in them," 
Cashman said. "I think we can win it 
all." 
And with their seasonal display of 
talent, they just might. 
Nikki Green had 







1\f e.ri's golf finishes in, SiXth 
- . ' / 
JON ' KUTI LEK 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF men's golf team 
came in - sixth at the Amoco 
lJltimate'-Yoring · .. _ Oil 
Intercollegiate at the Silver 
Lakes Golf Course on Tuesday 
in Jacksonville, Ala. 
- Coach Nick Clinard was dis-
appointed in his team's finish in 
the 18-teain field. , · 
. "We didn't do anything 
right, our prep.aration wasn't 
good,'.' he said. · 
Clinard said another rea-
son for his team's dissatisfying · 
.performancewas poor field con-
ditions. Play had to be halted 
after 15 holes on the second day 
due to darkness. The final three 
_ holes were finished before .the 
final round on Tuesday. 
Overall, the Knights fin- . 
ished with a score of 911, finish-
ing just behind Austin Peay 
(897), Armstrong Atlantic (885), 
South Alabama (894), Columbus 
State (910) and the winning host 
team, Jacksonville State (880) : 
Andreas Hoegberg led the 
Knights in scoring, shooting. a 
225 over the three-day event. His 
225 was good enough to tie for 
15th overall. Barry Roof finished 
·just behind Hoegberg with, a 
_ total of 227, tying for 21st over-
::µ!. Rounding out the scores for 
the Knights were Matt · 
LeConche and Sonny Nimkhum, 
both with a 231 (tied for 37th 
overall), and Stefan Wistorfwith-
a 235 and tied 50th overall. 
The men's golf team is cur-
rently ranked No. 59. in the 
nation. And Clinard thinks bis 
team is better than its , ranking 
shows. . 
"We expect to win every 
time we tee it up," he said. "We 
are better than we played this 
week." · 
_ The. · team did show 
improvement during the tourna- ' 
ment. The Knights improved 
their scores after the first ro11nd, 
in, which they finished in 10th 
place, to move up 'into sixth by · \ 
' tournament's end. · 
But Clinard is optimistic 
about his team's future. 
''We aren't going to let our 
perfornia.Ilce this week get · us 
down, we will move on to do bet-
ter next week," he said. 
The Knights return to the 
course Friday as they travel to 
Spartanburg, S.C., to play"UJ. the 
Woffard InVitational. ' 
,-
Woinen's . soccer. signs local standout, 
volleyball announces 2003 schedule 
FROM PAGE _l9 
Next up for UCF is the 
Knecht Cup -in Cherry Hill, .N.J. 
Saturday and Sunday. 
larsen leads UCF track and 
field in-final day of USF Invite 
Sophomore Ann Larsen bet-
tered her NCAA Regional quali-
fying mark and broke the school 
record in the high jump as the 
tJCF women's track and ·field 
team concluded its competition 
at _t}le USF Invitational on 
Saturday. 
Erica Garcia rap. a 12.12 to qual-
ify for the 100-meter dash finals, 
arid freshman Kim Wapph 
advanced to the 100-meter hur- _ 
dles with a .season-best time of 
14.80 . . 
' 
The hammer throw and 
javelin were also contested on 
Friday. Senior Elese Wilcox was 
eighth in the hammer with a 
throw of 150-11. Freshman Rian 
Thomas finished 10th with a 
mark of 147-00, and sophomore 
Liz Jovanovski finished 15th at 
136-08. 
In the' javelin, freshman 
Larsen shattered her previ-
. "ous record with a mark of 5-9.25 
to will the high jump. She origi- · 
nally qualified -for the NCAA 
Regionals with a record-setting 
jump of 5-7 .on March 8 that still 
stands as_ a UCF stadium record. 
Senior Kelly R<;>loff also qu,alified 
for the NCAA in the event during 
Michelle Olandese ranked ninth ment, in~luding matches vs. the 
with a-- throw of 95-11, while host Pioneers, Colorado, Illinois 
sophomore Sara Sheeren was State and Miami of Ohio. 
~4th with a µiark of 85-10. Following the trip to Denver, 
UCF returns to action when UCF opens its home schedule 
it hosts the 2003 Atlantic Sun with -the UOF Fall Invitational 
Track and Field Championships .. Sept. 12-13 at the UCF Arena. 
- a previous meet, with a jump of · 
at the UCF Track and Field 
Complex April 17-18. 
5-3. 75. Women's soccer signs 
On the track, senior Erica. Monique Aviles 
Garcia paced the Knights with a UCFwomen's soccer coach 
second-place finish in the 100- Amanda Cromwell announced 
meter dash With a season-best Thursday the signing of 
· time of 12.02. She al.Ejo took.third Monique Aviles to a national let- .· 
in the 200-meter dash at 24.78. ter-of-intent · to play for the 
In the 800..:meter dash, Knights. Aviles, a local standout 
freshman Astrid Claessens was from Gateway High Scbool in 
fourth in the 800-meter event Kissimmee, finished the prep · 
with . a time of 2:15.79, while ranks as one of the top all-time 
· · classmate 'Kim Wapph took fifth scorers in the nation. 
in the 100-meter hurdles at - Aviles set a Florida state 
14.86. ' record with 274 career goals, 
Senior Dasheika R ffin falling just 12 short of the nation-
placed eighth in the 400-me\er al high school career mark of 
event at 58.54 and junior EmiJ.y . 286 goals. 
Pugh placed ' ninth in the 400- - Aviles was named by the 
meter hurdles at 1:05.19. . Orlando · Sentinel as the 
Elsewhere, · . · freshman Osceola ·county Player of the 
Michelle Olandese highlighted Year four times over her career. 
the ·throws -performances with As a senior, , Aviles tallied 62 
an eighth-place finish in the dis- goals while .also dishing out 14 
cus with a season-best mark of assists. 
138-Q2. 
. Distap.ce runn.ers highlight- Volleyball announces 
ed the list of UCF perf ol!mer~ on 2003 schedule · 
the first day of competition at . UCF head volleyball coach ' 
tlie USF Invitational on.Frida~ _Meg . C<;>lado on · Thursday . 
, Senior Sonja Shedden raµ a announced the Knights' 2003 
season-best 18:11.87 to take schedule. -The slate features 
third- ill the · 5,000-meter run, . matches versus four teams that 
while freshman Megan Crum participated in the 2002 NCAA 
shattered her. season-best. by Championships, and the Atlantic 
more than ?O s~conds with a Sun Championships return to 
time of18:53.63 to finish seventh. · the UCF Arena for the second 
. In th~ same event, sophO- consecutive season. 
mores Jackie Magee and Jaclyn- The· Knights open _the s~a­
Baron· placed 12th and 13th, _and son Sept. 5-6 at the University of 
Ashley Overby was 16th. - Denver. UCF will play four 
Also , ori the ~track, senior games in two days ill the, tourna-
.. .~ . . 
'-
The Knights have 13 home 
matches on the 2003 slate, 
including· the home opener vs. 
BUffalo on Sept. 12. UCF also 
will . face Central ]vlichigan, 
·Tennessee Tech and Georgia 
. Southern at the fall invitational. 
Another road trip Will take· 
place Sept. 19-20 as UCF travels 
to Western Michigan to compete · 
in the Western Michigan 
Invitational. 
A trip to South Florida on 
Sept. 26 highlights a challenging · 
non-conference schedule that 
features matches versus three 
Florida schools that made the 
2002 NCAA Volleyball 
Championships. ACC foe Florida 
State will ,venture south to 
Orlando for a match on Oct. 14, 
while the Knights are scheduled 
to visit Miami (Fla.) Nov: 4 in 
Coral Gables. . 
A-Sun play begins on .the 
roa<;l Oct. 3 at Lipscomb. The . 
Knights also travel to conference 
foes - Belinont, Troy State, 
Florida Atlantic and 
Jacksonville. UCF will welcome 
Campbell to UCF Arena for their 
A-Sun home · opener Oct. 17. 
Gardn.er-Webb, Georgia State, 
Mercer and Stetson are also on 
the home slate. 
The ' 2003 Atlantic Sun 
'championships return to 
Orlando Nov: 21-22. Last season, 
UCF won the regular-season and 
conference titles en route to -
their sixth ' NCAA 
Champi~nships appear~ce. 
-COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS 
The Centrpl Florida Futur~ • April 7, 2003 
EUlt F.LAG FOOmALL 
OF O~LM'DO 
4on4 flag Football 
, The most exciting 4on4 flag 
, football league is coming to Orlando 
Saturday's • April 29 2003 
Cal 407-944-nAG 
Online Registration ~vailabfe @ www.ELITEFJAG.com 
Team Records and Individual Stats wilf be kept online 
T 011nirlg Salon-
• State-of-the-Art ETS 10 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds 
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio 
•Free Skin Type Analysis 
Waterford Lakes Town Center 
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End ofan Era Wins 
' ..,, ~ • :a. 
fitst _annual IM_· ~ports · 
·Day championship 
Sigma and Sigma Cbi both won, 
--the floor hockey event.· 
0 
Teams were then seeded :, 
for the final event of the day; an 
-outdoor soccer, _sihgi~limina-
. tion tournament. In the first 
corne.-
game , · Braveheart · beat 
Ciggaweed and advanced to 
- play End of an Eta. -S.igma Chi 
JULIE REEVES ,beat Futballi.p. to take on End of . 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER - an Era in . the championship 
_) . , game.· : 
The first annual 
International Sports_ Day was a Always Wi!1ning 
success. Nine teams competed · won bowlmg, -" 
in seven sports events on March Always Wmning lived up to, 
29. E,;:wh team ~mpeted in fiVe- their name in the Intramural 
on-five basketball, outdoor soc- Bowling tournament. They 
cer, indoor soccer, volleyb~, score.d a combined 2,003 points . 
badminton, table tennis _and wi,th their four bowlers in ·three 
floor hockey. Five-on:five ba$ket- games. Coming in a close second 
·· ball winners were Old School, was · #1 Eight Dogs; only 13 
End of an Era and Kappa Sigma. pomts behlld Always Wllllling. 
In outdoor soccer, End of an Era Eric GOod of #f Eight Dogs blew· 
got warmed u_p for the champi- . the competition'out of the water. 
onship round by defeating with bis high game score of 263. 
Braveheart. _ Futballin and · RachelBono of FCA was the top 
MASA were also outdoor soccer women's bowler with 156. She 
winners. had to be tracked down on the 
Taking socc'er indoors for IM Football fields and was 
the first time in. Intramliraj shocked to hear she had won. 
Sports history; Ciggaweed, 
Sigma_ Qbi and Braveheart_ all 
won theli' pools. The winners of 
volleyball were End of an Era, 
Sigma Chi and Futballin . 
. , Ciggaweed and Sigma Chi also. 
inok first place points in the bad- · 
JDinton event. 
In_ table · tennis Futballin -· 
had two victories, - the first 
against Ciggaweed and the sec-
ond a~st CMMS. Kappa 
JM Sports Corner 
presented by 
~ 
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA 
401-282-4000 • Across from UCF 
Open 1 lam-4am _. 
(1 lafu-2am Sun-Wed) 
·FREE DEIJVERY! : 
. ' . 
Join Us for Happy Ho·ur . 
4~ 7 p~ 6- 10 pm.-Close_ 
- .. . . - . . . .-
. I/ 2 Price . $ I Off Appetizers 
Mixed-· Drinks· · 
Underage. 
4rinking starts 
early, and ban 
encourages it 
KRISTIN DA VIS 
STAFF WRITER . I t's early Friday evening and (}ray Rohrer 
has a long night ahead of him. He pl~s on 
. party hopping from one friend's house to We 
. next with one ultimate goal: getting drllhk . 
. "Drinking is a_ social thing for me," the fresh-
. man said. "Sometiines my friends and I wilL 
_ encourage each .other to drink. If your friends are 
- getting drunk, they want you to be on the same 
. level.'' 
While binge drinking is a major problem on 
college campuses, bad drinking habits typically 
develop in the everyday lives of s~udents much 
younger than 21. 
A recent study by the National Center on 
Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia 
University found that 36 percent of high school 
graduates .began using alcoh6l in ejghth grade or 
earlier. The study also reported that . underage 
drinkers consuined $27 billion worth of alcohol in 
1998 - about one-fourth of all alcohol sold in the 
United states that year. 
· • "It doesn't seem to be in the best interest _of 
alcohol companies to stop underage people from 
drinking," junior Adam Drury, 22, said. "Maybe 
it's because I'm here [at a college campus], but 
there seems to be a lot of underage drinking and 
not a whole lot [of] objection." " 
- Ironicany; while most undergrads are under-
age during the majority of their years at UCF, the 
alcohol industry's advertisements target the col-
lege crowd. Clubs and bars constantly post fliers 
around campus and ori cars promoting dollar-
. drink specials. -
: PLEA E SEE- Jll~ga~~ty ON 26 
. • 
ILLUSTRATION BY CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD / CFF . 
Don't · be :caught unaware 
Most students 
don't ,know· how to 
deal with -the law 
"If the police are asking you ·to- do "If someone needs medical help,-[if] 
something, then it means they probably ··there is a fire or confirmed domesticviO-_ 
can't do it without your permission, " lence, officers can enter any residence 
Murphy said. "Most students assume · [Without consent from the owner]," UCF. 
they will get into trouble if they tell the ' Police Officer Michael Zelanes said. 
. police 'no,' but that is not always the While many. students· have been 
. case." pulled over for a traffic violation at least . 
Often students do not even know once, they may not know that police 
when the~ rights are being violated, cannot stop a vehicle unless they have a 
particularly ih the case of illegal seareb.- legitimate reason to do so, such as 
.Pulled over in traffic by a police es and seizures. Few people are aware - speeding or a suspected DUI. 
KRISTIN DAVJ_S 
STAFF WRITER 
pffice'r? Suspected of underage drink- that police cannot enter a home or living One of the biggest myths involves 
· ing? What now? . quarters without a warrant, unless · people who are merely _under the influ-
According t~ · attorney Mike · invited to do so. _ ence of · alcohol or .drug intoxication. 
·· Murphy;· students need to become. more However, there are . exceptions. If Nobody can . be arrested for that - t 
informed about their rights in order to the property .owner has signed an unless they are driving, Zelanes said. 
avoid getting themselves into trouble agreement waiving the right to be free Murphy and UCF Police both said 
with the law. · from' unreasonable searches · and the:re is no law prohibiting someone 
He said that people often make a . seizures, police may enter whenever , who has consumed alcohol -from wall):-
situation worse by providing unneces- they wish without asking for permis- ing home, as long as they are not creat-
sary Q:iformation · :when being ques- sion. ing a disturbance . 
. ·tioned by the police. - . · UCF Police may'not search on-cam- - "If a police officer thinks that you 
' While students shollld not demand' pus dorms and apartments without stu- . are drunk while walking home, it is ·<i 
their Miranda rights in front of a police dent consent unless they have reason to probably-because you ~e acting disor-
officer, it's always good. to know the believe that a . student is harborin,g derly;'' Murphy said. 
restrictions placed upon law enforce- drugs or participating in othe.r illegal Zelanes also said that house par- _ 
ment under the Fourth and Fifth behavior. ' ties are oilly illegal when they become 
Amendments of the U.S. Constitution Police also may enter a liV:ing quar- . out of control with too much noise, fight-
when dealihg ·with suspected criminal ters ~thout permission to assist some- · - · 
behavior. one who is injured or hmj;. · . , PLEASE SEE Misbehavior ON 26 
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Ask 
a doc 
· Maureen Schaefer 
U<F Student Health Services 
My g/,rlfriend hm decided 
to stap using the ''pill." At this 
time, she does rwt want to use 
any other contraceptive 
method. we have_ decided to 
use the "mali" condmn. I have 
used it in the past, but it 
broke. This wauf4, be a bad 
· time for an. unplanned preg-
nancy since we are b9th in 
graduate school. Do yau have 
any advice? · 
We are proud of you for 
assuming responsibility for con-
traception at this time, 
Contraception should be-a 
shared respon8ibility. The male 
condom is an excellent form of 
contraception, when used con .. 
sistently and correctly. It is 88 · 
percent to 98 percent effective. 
· - Condoms are also effective in 
reducing risk of seXtially trans-
mittect infections such as mv, 
gonorrhea, chlamydia and tri-
chomori.iasis. The condom is not 
as effective ill. deoreasing the 
risk of contracting herpes, geni-
tal warts or syphilis due to skin-
fo-skin transmission. There are 
also female condoms now on the 
market. 
You mentioned that the con-
dom broke when you last used 
it. Here are some suggestions. 
Check the expiration date 
and store your condoms appro-
priately. You must apply the 
condom before you enter the 
vagina and make sure you 
leave some space at the tip of 
the condom for expansion. Be 
careful of nails, which may 
pierce the condom. Lubrication 
with a water-soluble lubricant 
may reduce unwanted dryness 
and friction. By all means, 
wear them every time you have 
sex, which will increase the 
effectiveness. 
There are three fyp~s of 
condoms: latex, polyurethane, 
for those with latex allergies, 
and sheepskin, which do not 
effectively protect against an 
STI. 
Condoms come in different 
sizes: snug-fitting, larger- sized 
with more headroom and oth-
ers that are roomy from top to 
bpttom. Condoms come in dif-
ferent shapes: straight, 
tapered, smooth, ribbed, bal- -
loon or reservoir-tipped and 
rounded. 
Incidentally, only 6 percent 
of men need larger-typed con-
doms. Condoms can be lubri-
cated with water- soluble lubri-
cants or spermicides (sperm 
killers). Experts.now say sper-
micides do not increase the 
overall effectiveness of con-
doms. Spermicides can also be 
irritating to both men and 
.women and may cause vaginal 
·infections in women and 
increase the risk for mv. 
If you fail to use a condom 
or if it breaks or falls off, your 
partner can use the emergency 
contraceptive pill. This pill has 
high doses of progesterone 
only birth control pills have 
and must be used within 72 
hours of unprotected sex. It is 
considered to be as high as 85 
percent effective in preventing 
pregnancy. 
E-mail your questions to: Askadoc@mail.ucf.edu 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Imprint clearly · 
-5 Throw in cards 
9 Paying 
passengers . 
14 Equestrian game 
15 African lily 
16 Ward off · 
17 Lupino and 
Tarbell 
18 Cash drawer 
19 "Lost Horizon" 
director 
20 Grows excited 
23 Twaddle 
24 Cleaned one's 
plate 
25 "The Stunt Man" 
star 
27 Health haven 
30 Still on the lam 
34 Perfected 
36 Goof up 
37 Old-time 
anesthetic 
41 In a proper way -
42 Clay, today 
43 Sculptor Henry 
44 Spyri heroine 
45 Aral or Caspian 
46 Custo.m 
47 Catches in a net 
50 Gal or heater 
51 Poinsettia, e.g. 
54 Chip scoopful 
56 Pallid 
57 Drug free 
64 Make sense 
66 Aphrodite's boy 
67 Corduroy 
characteristic 
68 The best 
69 Celeb's ride 
70 Describe 





1 Classic saga 
2 Hubbub 
3 Quahog 
4 Minor prophet 
5 Assign to a 
, feedlot 
6 Musical medley 
7 Lounge around· 
8 Sub shop 
© 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
9 Accept 
consequences 
10 "Mogambo" star 
Gardner 
11 Camera-ready 
·· proof . 
12 Actor Flynn 
13 North or South 
Carolina . 
21 Researching · 
22 Kind of bank? 
26 Preminger and 
Kruger 
27 Persian ruler 
28 "Rape of the 
Lock" poet 
29 Debate side 
31 Discontinue 
32 Van Gogh 
location 
33 Heep of Dickens 
35 Church leader 
38 Icy frost 
39 Therefore 
·40 Marsh growth 









55 Ratchet latches 
58 Allen and Blanc 
59 Part of HOMES 
60 Rotunda feature 
61 Follow 
62 Tarzan Lincoln 
63 Fender mishap 
65 Thurman of 
"Batman & 
Robin" 
. , . 
.,.,.. . ' 
lllElE. MUSIC . SHIWCllE 
•-•• _ ............ ,Remedy, Hillside .and. ·Lithium--· 
82 BACARDI FLAVORS .- 82 Lil . . STARTS IT l:3D, April 17'" . ' 
2 for 1 IHL/CAU' DRINKS 
82 BUD, BUD un, lDNGNEtKS 
Phet_.,._... 
TONY o~s ' 11814 UNIVERSITJ BLVD. . ·~ 
•FAMOUS FOJ:t RIBS·~ ORLANDO, fl 32817 • 407·207·3010 
D':*landa' s Biggest College Night! .-
£very Tuesday Night! - -
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. BILL HOGAN / KRT CAMPUS 
The Internet allows underage drinkers to have alcohol delivered directly to their door. 
Alcohol Web sites . . 
skirt drinking law 
CHRISTINE DELLERT 
STAFF WRITER-
Freshman Lorena Gay 
knows the crazy stunts students 
, pull to get alcohol underage. 
After translating Spanish 
for two friends trying to buy malt 
beer over the phone from a 
Mexican liquor store :in Hilton 
Head, N.C., the 17-year-old has 
seen the desperation of the 
mider-21 crowd,· 
For those who wish to forgo 
the felony of using a fake ID or 
are tired of coaxing older friends 
· to drive to the neighborhood 
convenience stere to buy booze 
for them, the computer-literate 
generation of underage college 
students has turned to the 
Internet- to solve its drinking 
dilemma. · 
With the exception of 
eBay.com, many al!ction Web 
sites and foreign importers sell 
and ship alcohol over the 
Internet to online buyers, requir-
ing only a credit card number 
and an address. 
On the :information super-
highway, it is impossible to ·dis- · 
cern the true age of the . buyer, 
who simply clicks that he or she 
is old enough to legally purchase 
alcohol. 
Sophomore Ethling 
Hernandez, 20, has seen adver-
tisements· for these sites while 
surfing the net. "I wanted to buy 
these Kahula-filled chocolates," 
she said'. ''.All you had to do was 
click to say you were at least 21 
to order them." . 
To some students, it's no 
surprise that the latest illegal 
ventures take place onl:ine. 
"College kids know how to 
find things on the Internet more 
than anyone else," freshman 
Rory Curtis, 19, said. "We are 
the first generation of people 
who have become totally 
dependent on the [Web]." 
Regardless of :increased 
computer knowledge in the past 
decade, selling alcohol to 18-
year-olds remains illegal . 
. Sophomore Dave Miller, 19, 
views the government's consent 
of these sites as a contradiction. 
"If they are going to have a 
law to _ prevent people . from 
drinking underage, I · do.n't 
~derstand why they don't do 
anything about it," he said. · 
wline some federal and 
state restrictions are placed on 
the sale of. alcohol a.Cross state 
lines, liquor retailers fight to 
keep heir products on the-
Internet to earn higher profits. 
By shipping theif wine, beer or 
liquor directly to consumers •. 
. manufactures do not have to pay 
state taxes on the products they 
sell. 
Organizations such as · 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving 
.and the Liquor .Control · 
Commission are mak:ing efforts 
to ban the sale of alcohol over 
the Internet to m:inors. In 2000, 
five online alcohol retauers were 
charged with selling wine and 
liquor to underage buyers in the 
state of Michigan, where these 
charges carry a $1,000 fin;e and 
· up to 60 days :in jail. 
The challenge of keep:ing 
-underage drinkers away from 
Internet alcohol sales is a con-
tinuing national concern. 
"The Internet is such a pow-
erful tool today; and with great 
power comes great responsibili-
ty," Curtis said. "But .I don't see 
how .they will stop the sale of 
alcohol to kids without banmng 
Internet alcohol' sales altogeth-
er." 
Resident assistant Angela 
McDonnell, 22, has not heard of 
any alcohol shipments to under-
age drinkers on campus. ' 
· If underage stUdents were 
.caught drinking alcohol they 
bought online, it would be the 
same punishment as if they were 
dr:inking alcohol bought illegally 
:in a store, the senior said. 
- To freshman Josslyn Stiner, · 
18, buying alcohol over the 
internet is a ridiculous·, way 
.around the law. While it is 
wrong th:;i.t state governinents 
are allowing mfuors to get alco-
hoL she said, it's just as wrong 
for kids to take the time to find 
Web sites that will let them order 
it. 
. Said St:iner: "Do underage 
people really need another way 
to get alcohol?" · 
<lit . 
Go. on line for more examples 
or call us at 
. ' 
407-677-8999 . . . 
Student discounts available with UCF ID!· 
· Boar Certified 
Plastit; Surgeon 
I 
- Board Certified 
Anesthesiologist 
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Illegality adds appeal to drinking 
FROM PAGE 22 
"It's not that I always plan 
to drink. Alcohol just ·usually 
seems to find me," Rohrer said. 
· Underage students agree 
that drinking alcohol would not 
be as enticing if the law did not 
prohibit it. 
"Some younger students 
drink just because it's illegal;" 
Rohrer · said. "I think once many 
students turn 21, they won't 
care about drinking as much as 
they useq to." 
Brooke Williams, coordina-
tor of Responsible Education 
and Action for Campus ·Health, 
or REACH, disagrees. / 
"Many students bec_ome 
addicted to drugs and alcohol in 
college," sbe said. "They say 
that they will end it after college 
and when they get a job, but 
then they get caught up in the 
lifestyle." 
It's difficult to find effective 
ways of communicating the dan-
BREIT HART I CFF 
Bars, clubs, and pubs design their signs to entice students to come out and drink. 
Rohrer said. 
·'· 
gers of binge drinking to college She cited "Late Knights," 
students, she said. The "just . the on-campus series of free 
say no" tactic might be effective weekend events with food, 
for younger children, but it just music and ·entertainment as 
doesn't seem to be working for "one of the first big local pro-
high school and college stu- grams that has given students a 
dents. chance to have fun without hav-
"We give students both ing to drink," she said. "Most of 
sides of the story instead of just the other places students could 
telling them to stay away from go that don't serve· alcohol on 
drugs," Williams said. "We let the weekend are further away." 
them make a responsible deci- Although Williams doesn't 
sion after they have all the necessarily believe that clubs or 
Casados said bars and 
clubs are aware that they are 
targeting an illegal audience. 
· "Many businesses have 
taken advantage of the fact that 
so;me college students have 
started sinking into bad drink-
ing habits after moving away .. 
from home for the first time," 
she said. 
With such a large number 
· facts." bars promote drinking under-
. Williams has observed that age, she !)ays that they often 
freshman and sophomores get turn their heads rather than 
into trouble with alcohol more enforce the legal drinking age . . 
often than upperclassmen. She Getting drinks for free is 
says this is due to the fact that especially easy for girls, 
juniors and seniors have more · Casados said. 
of college students drinking 
underage, many argue that 
Florida's drinking laws are inef-
fective. 
"If the law was set up to 
keep everyone who is under 21 
from drinking alcohol, it's obvi-
ously not working," Rohrer said. 
academic and work· responsibil- "Many clu s have 'Ladies Casados said the drinking 
laws were created with good. 
intentions, but that they haven't 
really prevented anything. 
ities. Nights,' where girls not only get 
- Senior Pricilla Casados, 22, in free, but can drink without. 
is among those who began having to pay, either," she said. 
drinking mQre after she turned "This not only gets girls to come 
21. and drink at clubs, it makes 
"It's a nice idea in theory, 
but it's not very practical," she 
said. ''Alcohol is still accessible 
to people under 21, especially at 
parties." 
"I drink more now than I guys more likely to go to the 
did when I was under 21,'' she clubs to meet girls and to drink 
said. "Generally most people get as well." 
Added Drury: ?Prohibition 
proved that people are going to 
drink no matter what, and these 
numbers [from the Columbia 
study] prove people will drink 
no-matter how old they are. It's 
been that way for a long time 
binge drinking out of their sys- Rohrer said that most clubs 
terns when· they are younger and bars promote drinking just 
and become less excited about to make more money for their 
drinking after it's legru ·for them businesses - although he does-
to do so.·~ . . n't fault them for the negative 
Williams sai9, one thing consequences that drinking 
that increases the underage may bring for underage stu:-
drinking population is the lack dents. now." · 
of alternative soci3.l activities ''You can't just blame bad 
for college students on the things that happen ·on the busi-
weekends. nesses that sell the alcohol," 
-STAFF WRITER MIKE RIEGEL 
CONTRIBlffED TO THIS REPORT 
Misbehavi r always subject to Golden Rule 
FROM PAGE 22 
ing and numerous underage 
drinkers. 
"The officer can ask the 
· owner 9r person in charge to 
shut down the party," Zelanes 
said. "If they refuse, the person 
in charge, if of age, can be 
arrested." 
The university requires that 
on-campus house parties be reg-
iste~ed . through GAMMA 
.(Greeks ·Advocating Mature 
Management of Alcob.ol) and the 
UCF Police. Those not regis-
. tered are considered illegal and 
subject to sanctions. 
Patricia MacKo'\vn, director 
of the Office or Student Rights 
and Responsibilities, said that 
, student misbehavior is subject 
to- the university's Golden Rule 
regardless of where they live. 
Any interaction with police 
officers, however, can be stress-
ful for students. 
. "One should use caution 
when dealing with the police," investigation; if not, they may 
Murphy said. "On the street, politely walk away from the situ-
police may be able to do whatev- ation. 
er they want. They might arrest Some officers do use empty 
you without a lawful reason. The threats against students, but it 
question I deal -with is whether is stressed through yearly 
or not the accusations will stick update training on constitution-
in court."- al Jaw that this type of behavior -
. Murphy says that a police is not allowed, Murphy said. 
officer's impression of a certain MacKown has heard allega-
-situation may deviate from what tions from many students who 
had actually occurred. feel they had been .harassed or 
"Some police officers will threatened by police. However, 
always try to justify their actions she cannot confirm whether 
somehow," he said. "There have these allegations were factual. 
been a number of situations on If a student is mistreated by 
campus where judges have a police officer, MacKown rec-
found police officers acting ommends that students fill out 
unlawfully." an online complaint form to the 
Studep.ts have the rigb.t to police or seek legal advice. 
resist unlawful arrests as long Said Zelanes: "[If a student 
as they do it without resorting to has been· harassed or unlawfully 
violence. · punished by a cop], they need to 
If an. officer stops a student talk with the officer's supervisor. 
while wapctng and begins to If they still feel nothing has been _ 
-harass them, Murphy says the done, then they need to file a 
student has .the right to ask if ,complaint witb. the chief of 
they are the subject of a criminal · police." 
' 
-! .. -----------------~---.J.--------- ----
The Central Florida Future • .April 7, 2003 
What Knight Is Your Knight? 
25C Wings 6-7:30 p.m. Monday~! 
Happy Hour 
5-8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays! 
$1.Domestic Beers and 2for1 Wells 
Pool Tables, Dart Boards, and. 
Full Liquor Bar 





Dr. Mariann L. Tucker 
Optometrist 
INSIDE THE NEW 
. (!J.EHSCRAFTERS. -
. at Waterford Lakes 
London ...... $363 
Paris ........... $418 
Madrid ........ $551 
Fare is roundtrip from Orlando. Subject to change and availability. Tax not 
included. Restrictions and blackouts apply . 
.·.·.:·~·.·~··.~·· you that if you are graduating.or not . 
. ~· ~' ... . . . . 
.. . : 
taking .summer Classes you 1nus have · 
. . . ' . ~ 
. . . ' . 
·. . your prescriptions relilled be.fore . 
';r. ~ 
Located in the Student Health Center 
Any· qu~stions please c~ll - us _at .· 
407·823~M&DS . 
ES . : . ' 'f 6337) '·' ., . 
' . 
J ·a i n . o u. r 
UP TD . 114 ·Hourly! . 
. ·1200 Sign On · Bonus!~ 




ND IXPIRllNCI· NICISSARY . . 
-
- · luli Time Benefits: .. 
. · llalidays, Personal Bays · .. 
· . ·Campany ·Matching 401K . ·· 
Business casual attire • Paid Vacation 
Right around the 
corner: f.rom-UCF 
Job line · .. 407·313·1311 ··  
12001 Science Dr~ • Orlando, fl 32828 
EOE/DFWP 
28 • Lifestyles 
Complete ·Hand-emonium 
. . •. - TREVOR LoNGINO I CFF 
A student gets a wax mold made of her hands at Hand-emonium, a CAB event in the 
Student Resource Center auditorium March 26. The event focused on hands: palm 
reading, finger foods, A.SL Sign Language and handwriting analysis. 
Real war inspires 
video-game war 
MIKE ANTONUCCI 
KNIGHT RIDDER (KRT) 
map activity. 
"The ones that seem to be 
, getting the :rp.ost interest are 
Real war is· inspiring video- · based on the topography of Iraq 
game war. -- anu Baghdad," said Jeff Brown, 
That'.s what is happening the company spokesman. "Keep 
among fans of . the new . in mfud, we don't have any more 
·"Command & Conquer control over the content they 
Generals·" military-strategy create · than the makers of , 
computer- iame. Its. publisher, crayons and paintbrushes have 
Electronic Arts of Redwood City, over the people who use those." 
.Calif., has found tb.at players EA said sales data from the 
around the world have rushed to NPD research firm· showed 
modify the game to include a "Command & Conquer 
simulated U.S. campaign in Iraq. Generals" was the top-selling PC 
_ The game,· which already game of February and was con-
featured a confrontation tinuing in first place during 
between American forces and . March. The game also has pro-
terrorists occupying Baghdad, voked co:µtroversy in China_and 
includes progmmming tools that Germany. 
allow players to create addition- "In China, the goverrn:Ilent 
. al graphics and missions and reportedly banned the game -
share them through the which was only available in 
Internet. pirated versiOns - because ·of 
· Electronic Arts estimates resentment 9ver a scene that 
that about 1,200 maps have been showed the destruction of · a 
created in six weeks, as wen as location similar to Tiananmen 
about. 50 "mods" - game modi- Square. 
fications such as more military . . In Germany, adv~rtising 
· missions. It took about siX and store display for the game 
months for the previous game in ha.S been prohibited because of 
the "Command ~ Conquer:· its violent content, although it 
series to generate that . much still may be sold when asked for. 
lLLUSTRAJ'iON BY DAVID STEINLICHT./ KRT 
·Oviedo Bowling Center 
:"376. E Broadway St. 




•11 Yott C.11 6owl 
The Orlando Clinical Research Center Is .Conducti.ng 
An lmportantClinical Research Study O~ An 
lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To 
lm.munize ~gains't Smallpox. 
To participate in this study the following must apply: 
· o No previous smallpox vaccine 
o No history or presence _of eczema or skin problems 
o No im.mune disorders 
o Willing to make 7· outpatient visits and complete a diary after 
vaccination , 
Compensation up to $2so:oo for time and travel 
Electrical Enginee·rs • ·programmers 
Hardware Systems Designers • RC Hobbyists/Technicians -
\. 
fiLERSE SEND 2. - 3 PRGE RESUME RS RN RflRCHMENT 
(DUE 4/ 19 BY MIDNIGHT) TO WEBMRSTER@UIS.CERION.COM. 
BE SURE .TO '.JNCLUDE: 
Computer industry-rel1ited positionsi attiuities 
you haue held/participated in during the past. 
Appropriate contact information, along with 
in.tended major and year in school. 
Current summer plalJS you ~ay · 
already haue made . 
. If U~-6 l"NE'ER/DES I 6NER, what courses 
y·ou haue tak~n and summary of 
your eHperiences in electronics 
l.f PROGRAMMER, what source 
code_ languages you 
-ar~ proficient in . 
If RC TE c.H, . indicate preuious 
eHperience with radio or 
, rem~te c-ontrol systems. 
Any other useful information a~out yourself 
or your credenti.als wort~ noting. 
\ 
·~~~ "'O "" ·c: ~ . 
·4.;oilEWL s ~ . . 100 HELP WAMED 
~:J~ 200 FOR SALE . 500 ON CAMPvs 
b ..... ~ ~ ~ 250 Al!J'OMOTll'E 550 EJIFNl'S Q):J~ 
(J ~ 
300 FOR RENT 600 6REEK LIFE Ei3 ~ 
~E-·"·-~ 325HOMES 700MISC 
3361 Rouse Rd.; Suite 115 
Orlando, FL 32817. 
By Phone:· (407) 447-4555 
· By Fa.X: ( 407) ·4j7-4556 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
In Person: U~versity Court, Suite 115 
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A). 
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue 
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue 
Cash, Check, 
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX 
'i Issues (1 week): 
8 I8sues ( 4 we~ks): 






.$1 per wk 
$1perwk 
~ 350 RoomiA:ns ·-750 TRAVEL 400 SER.VICES 800 REll6ION - 407-447-4555 • classifieds@IJCFfeture.com 
Charges listed. abov~ include an ad of 
up to five lines, 35.charact~rs per line. · 
$1/wk_ for each additional line. 
lmlJ HELP WANTED 
Bartenders Wal'!ted. $300 a day 
potential. Looking for exciting and 
outgoing pe~ple. Training provided. 
No experience needed. Call 
1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
$9 • $12/h.r are' available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions availa,ble at upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Dlsney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
3 sales people needed to sell roses -
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not, 
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat ~Op-2a. 
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18. 
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team! 
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612 
Valet Parking Attendants Needed 
. lml)lediate openings! Locations 
throughout Orlando area, flex 
schedules, .FT/PT avail, 
for great pay and great opp call 
407-971-9131 
YMCA Camp McConl'.lell seeking 
Summer Resident Camp Staff. 
Summer contracts of. 5-10 weeks avail. 
Applicants must be able to live on camp 
for summer. Several Positions offered. 
Salaries + meals, housing 
-Call 800-232-9622 
Get Paid for Working Out. 
Build your body and you bank account. 
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck . 
is looking for both FT and PT team 
members to move residential and · 
commercial customers. Must be neat in · 
appearance, have clean driving record, 
strong work ethic, and excellen~ 
customer service skills. We offer 
excellent wages + tips, and bonuses. 
Talk to us about our "Stay The 
Summer" incentive-program. Lift the 
phone and call us today! 407-852-0925 
We are located y.i~st of .the airport at 
2~7 McCoy Rd, between Conway 
· and Orange ~ve. 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
****SALES PRO'S WANTED**** 
*Up to $1600 per week . 
*Inbound Vaca~ion Calls · 
*700+ Incoming Calls Per Day . 
*Highest Commission i~ Town · 
(1-10 = $25 x 10 = $250) 
(11-16 = $30 x 16 = $480) . 
(17-24 = $35 x 24 = $840) 
.(25+ = $40 x 25 = $1000) 
*Day and Evening Shifts Available 
*High Energy and Fun Working 
· Environment, 
'*Flexible part hours.avail. 
*CALL TODAY!! 407-323-5876 
· TeleSolutions is looking for part time 
· employees! Voll must be 
dependable, articulate, honest, and 
able to handle production goals. 
TeleSolufions is located on a bus 
line at 436 & Old C.lieney Road, near 
Hwy 50. Call our Hiring Hot Line: ; 
407-581-3777 ext 137 
ACCESS TO PC? 




Christian Pre-School .afterno9n 
teachers needed for: 
Union Parl<Christian School 
10301 East c ·olonial Dr., prlando. If you 
love children and t!ie Lord please call 
407-282-0551 . 
Make a grand a week! 
No selling involved! 
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$ 
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses 
Near UCF, 321-207-0988 
You've Prayed for this! 
Earn according to your effort. 
.Unlimited potential, risk free! Looking 
. for quality leaders, must be teachable. 
407 -381-4800. 
·.Get what you want in a business career with Steak n Shake. We seek 
energetic, people-oriented individuals with excellent communication 
and leadership skills fo begin successful, rewardillg careers as we 




You will have the ;,0pportunity· to ·advance at an accelerated pace 
based upon the· trac~ , record that you build. Training will be 
conducted in Orlando, immediately followed by relocation to Dallas-
Fort Worth. We offer competitive salaries, bonuses, profit sharing, 
employee stock-purchase plan, 401(k), paid vacation, health/life 
insurance, comprehensive· training, 5 day work weeks, and much 
more! . ·- · · · 
Steak n Shake_,_join us at tfie top. Please forward your resume ·to: 
Steak n Shake, Attn: Human Resources Manager, 455 Douglas Av:e, 
Suite 1755, Altamonte Springs, FL 32714. Fax: 407-788-9250 or call 
~95-SHAKE. N)'SE s~bol SNS. We are an equal opportunity 
employer committed to a diverse workforce. 
• 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
BE:GIN YOUR RADIO. 
CAREER!! New Local radiQ show 
looking for female on air personality. 
Must have some knowledge o1 
fishing, hunting, or shooting sports. 
Send info. t!l Denllve@hotmail.com. 
. CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, 
Maine, TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, 
Poland; Maine. Noted for picturesque 
lakefrorit locations and exceptional 
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. 
Over 100 counselor positions in tennis, 
baseball, basketball, soccer, lacrosse, 
golf, flag football, roller hockey, field 
hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing, 
gymnastics, dance, horseback riding, 
archer}t, weight training, newspaper, 
photqgraphy, video, woodworking, 
ceramics/potte,.Y, crafts, fine arts, silver 
jewelry, copper enamel, nature study, 
radio/electronics, theater, costumer, 
piano accompanist, music 
instr.umentalist, backpacking, rock 
..,,.,, climbing, canoeing/kayaking, ropes 
course, secretarial, nanny. Call Takajo 
at 800-250-8252. Call .Tripp Lake at 
800-997~4347 . Sub.mit application 
on-line at www.takajo.com or 
www.tripplakecamp.com. 
Bartender Trainees Needed. 
*** $250 cCday potential! *** 
Local Positions. 
J-800-293-3985 ext mo 
Bartender trainees Needed. 
*** $250 a day potential!*** 
Local Positions. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 602 
Models Wanted 
for new swim wear mag. Blonde, 
brunette, as'ian or exotic. For more 
info/easy submission go to 
www.SwimwearDaily.com 
"NEED MORE MONEY!?! 
Major Communications Co. 
Lauoching New Sewice 
Ur]tapped Market! 
Work from home 
Call 1-888-944-5117. 
WORKERS NEEDED 
Assemble crafts, wood items. 
Materials provided. To $480+ wk. 
Free information pkg. 24 hr. · 
801-428-4747 
Inside Sales 
Innovative Software Company seeks 
high energy people for inside sales 
positions. Sell Internet Banking 
Software and more to Banks and Credit 
Unions throughout the country. No exp 
necessar,y. FT or PT with Flex Hours 
available. Great Pay with growth 
opportunities for a great care.er. To 
learn more go to www.yourmsr.com or· 
send resume to hr@w-w-i-s.cpm. 
Customer Service Reps PIT· 
No exp. necessary but always a plus. 
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type 
@ample speed. Lo.Fated..,near 
Orlando rnt Airport. Flexible 
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM 
positions available. Call 
407-243-6150 x 2118. 
Computer Engineering/Science 
Students Needed. 
Knowledge of MFG and/or Visual Basic. 
Call Zac @ 407-696-6958 
DO YOU WANT A COOL. JOB? 
Varsity Marketing Group ·seeks· 
current college students to work 
. as PIT reps to sell promotional items 
· on/around the campus . 
Post-graduate opportunities 
avail. Motivated Reps ~an earn a 
c~mmission of $200-$800 wkly. 
Send your resume to 
Tikisha@varsityniarketing.com. 
TELESALES PIT M-F 5:30-10:30 PM 
make $6-$14/hr easy. Relaxed . 
environment. Exp. preferred. Leave 
message before 5 P.M: othe{Wise call 




Nanny Ne.eded (Exp only) - Live-in. 
Must have car. Must be avail after 1 pm 
each day. Longwood Area. $1600/mo. 
School Age Kids. Call 407-925-5218. 
· ENTERPRISE 
Seeking success oriented individuals 
- to fill .Entry-Level 
Sal~s/Marketing/Management . 
positions in the Central Florida area. 
4 year College degree with a good 
. driving record is req. Sales and 
customer service exp. a plus. Fax 
relume to: 407-670-1744 EOE 
HE~P! 
We are slammed w/ 
inbound calls. 
Very upscale vacation package. 
Big commissions, lots uf daily spiffs! 
Located near. UCF! 






*ROOM AND BOARD INCLUDED 
*CO-ED CAMP 
GET PAID TO PLAY!! 
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC) 
needs m!lle and female Summer 
.Camp Counselors ages'18 and up. 
FEYC is an overnigtit camp.located 
off of highway 450 in Umatilla, 
Flo.-ida. The camp runs from June 
9-July 26. Please contact Krys 
Ragland at 1-800-523-1673 ext 251 or 
352-669-9443 ext .251 ~ 
Vegetarians Needed 
. Local R~search Firm is looking to 
interview you. It's fun, and you'll be paid 
for your time and insights. Call . 
407-774-6165 for details. 
Males and females. 
Meet new frienas! Travel! 
Teach your.favorite activity. 
( 
Tennis ·Water Ski 
Sail · Lacrosse ·Ropes 
June to August. Residential·· 
Enjoy our website. , · · 




Work from home selling quality · 
vacation pkgs. All you need is high 
speed internet access, live within 
· 1ocal calling distance from UCF and 
PC Windows. Very comp. 
commissions and bonuses + paid 
training. Fax resume to 407-669-1768 
or e-mail 
ett-etourandtravel.com 
or call 407-658-8285x15.-· 
Nationwide Campaign 
The HealthCare Crisis Means 
Opportunity for YOU. 
Uncapped Commissions & Bonuses. 
Corl}pany-wide Reve'nue Sh~ring. 
Call Now! 407-786-8119 




~O • Classifieds 
Lochrane Engineering, Inc. has an 
opportunity for a part time CADD 
technician to assist our Orlando 
Survey Division. Some experience 
with Micro Station and or Auto Cadd 
is necessary. Flexible hours from 
Monday through Friday are possible. 
Position !"lay expand to a 
full time position during the 
summer. Inquire at 
www.lochrane.com or -fax resume to 







• Flexible Schedules 
• customer Service/ Sales 
(401) 862-8186 
www.workforstudents.com 
$800 weekly guaranteed for stuffi.ng .., 
envelopes. Send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to 
Scar.ab Marketing 
28 East Jackson, 
10th Floor, Suite 93S 
Chicago, IL 60604 , · ... • 
. CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PAID INTERNSHIP! 
Asst Project Manager -. Kimmins 
Contract_ing - A °Tampa Underground 
Utilities/Si!e Development Contractor. 
Contact J. Lyons @ 813-248-3878, 
. • JLyons@kimmins.com 
; Intelligent Vibrant PIT Babysitter -
needed.· With exp. and ref. if' . ·. 
possible. 10 min frpm UCF. Two ·· 
children (4 and 1 year old). Flexible 
hours. Weekdays and possible 
weekends. Willing to pay up to $8/hr. 
407-595-7006. 
Church Musician needed for 
Presbyterian Congregation who 
appreciates classical and traditional 
sacred music. Generous compensation 
for 2 days/week, including -
dual Sunday services. 
Send resume to: P.O. Drawer 1069 
Dunnellon, FL 34430 
Or call 352-489-2682 to inquire. · 
Swim Instructors wanted to teach 
· summer swim classes FJT, Pff 
$10.50-$12.50/hr +bonuses. 
1100 llii!iiiWH 
Photographer Assistants Needed 
Bob Knight Photo is currently hiring PIT 
Photographer assistants for local 
graduations. $35 per event. Must own a 
business suit, and have a conservative 
appearance. Mandatory training on April 
24th @ 5:30pm. All applicants must be 
available to work PIT April - June. 
Check out our web site 
www.bobknightphoto.c;:om 
Qualified applicants call Rick @ 
407-328-9574 
PIT Doggy daycare position .. Must 
love dogs. Vet/Kettle ·exp. a plu~ 
YIWW.dogdayafternoon.net. 
Call 407-628-3844. 
Busy Nature's Table Cafe in UCF area 
hiring friendly, clean cut employees able 
to work well under pressure. Positive 
Attitude a must! Need 20+ hrs per · 
we~k. No Sundays. 407-514-6999 . 
.Seeking those who are wise,· diligent, . 
responsible and fun, with obvious · · 
social skills; We offer security, 
respect, training, benefits and nice . 
-bonuses, in a state of the art Medical 
Plasma Center opening in May 2003 
in Orlando close to UCF. Call Heath 
for more info. 'or to set up an 
inter\riew. C~ll 407-491-5433. 
ATTENTION CRAFT LOVERS: 
Assemble Nifty Craft Products - FT/PT - . 
Earn $50 to $300 per week. Cc;ill today . 
· start tomorrow. Se Habla Espanol. 
Call 813-6.81-7c837 -today! 
Barn · 6pm & Ask for Connie . '. 
***MODELS NEEDED*** 
No Experience Necessary! 
Work From Home!~ 
GET PAID NOW! 
407-325-8136 
m FoR SALE 
2002 Yamaha Virago 250. Mint 
condition, Under 200 miles. 
Only $2600 obo. 
2002 Malaguli Motor Sco0.ter. 
Under 100 miles. $2100 obo. 
·call Wayne 407-645-1728 
ROCKET FUEL COFFEE 
High Caffeine Coffee! 
Get the edge! THE coffee for Finals, 
Midterms, tests, reports. Z-COFFEE 
Corporation. To order: 
WWW.Z-COFFEE.COM or 
1-800-828-4064 
Beige Couch (sofa bed) and Love Seat 
for sale! in good condition! 
Only $75 for the set!. 
Please Call '321-436-8176 or 
863-277-1116 Today! 
BICYCLE FOR SALE!! 
New Motobecan Nomade 100. 
18 speed. Used only 3 times. 
. $300. 407-671-6172. 
Come work for Sharks & Minnows .. ' 
. and change the quality· of a child's 1·-::::i•Jlllll••••••lll 
ww=.:h~~~~:~~!~~~~~!.net · 2501 !ff K/Ji'{l/ff Zf · 
Telephone Pros. State of the art new 
call cente.r. HUGE commissions, \J"ith 
benefits. Get in on-'ground level. F esh 
leads and lists. FT/PT, spanisb a . · 
Earn $600-$1000 weekly for FT. 
Great career opportunity. 
407-937-0108 x 205. 
Assistant Needed: Female in Wheel 
Chair needs assistance for daily living 
activities. Various Hours & Good Pay. 
Must be yery d_ependable, some light 
lifting required . Call Karyn @ 
40.7-835-8190. 
Part Time Leasing Position Available in 
Sanford Apartment Community . . 
Week~nds Only. 
Please Call 407-322-5955 
***Internet Marketing*~* . 
Full time or Part time. Commission and 




No Exp. Nee. Seeking· 5-10 students for 
11 pm to 6am ·setup on April 15. Also 
· seeking exp. camera, audio, 'lighting, 
· announcing, directing, 
editing and stage assistants for 
audio/visual prod., April 16-17. Pl~ase 
Visit: www.thinkcybis.com/april2003 · 
for details or call Jeff· @ 407-737-6690. 
1993 Mercury Tracer • 4 Doors 
Make Me an Offer! 
Call 407 -695-3308 
Red ~6 Ford Mustang 
2 door Coupe. Manual, cd player, rear 
spoiler, P/W, P/S, cruise control, good . 
condition! $5000. Call Scott@ 
321-271-1012. 
!! DO NOT PAY 
DEALER RATES ! ! 
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import 
and domestic owners! Need quality 
· · auto repair/maintenance, etc? 
Don't delay, call 
THE AUTO GENERA.L 407-399-7514. 
ASE certified* and beats most 
independent shop rates! 
ml1 FOR RENT 
**GREAT SUBLEASE @ 
BOARDWALK** 
Avail. May 1-July 31 ! .8 of a mile from . 
UCF. FREE shuttle avail. Large private 
Bd & Bth. Fully furn. W/D incl.· Rent = 
$475/mnth obo. Incl. util., ethemet, and 
cable tv with HBO. Call Molly @ 
.407--497-0000 or ·e-mail · 
MHB1000@hotmail.com. 
m FoRRENT 
2bed/2bath condo: 1/2 mile from 
UCF in Hunter's Reserve. Water & 
Appliances in~I. Can be furnished. 
$800/mnth. Avail immed. 
Call 407·222·3488. 
Brand new 4bed/2bath home in 
Waterford Lakes. Quiet neigh. 
All appl. incl. except W/D. $450/mnth. 
per person. Call RE/MAX at 
407-657-8645. 
Spacious 2bd/1 bth unfurn CONDO 
FOR RENT in gated community. No 
Pets. Pool, laundry room access. 
Only 15 mins from campus. (two 
'people pref) $900/mnth for entire 
condo, negotiable. Call 407-810-0052 
Sublease. room May-July 31st. 
$375/mnth. All util. + phone incl. Furn. 
and free shuttle to UCF. 
M_ or F. Call _Michel.le ~ 40~·926:5908. 
.ROOM. AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL. 
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED. 
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER, 
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN TV; , 
.. ACCESS TO POOL AND 
, VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES 
ONLY. CALL PAUL 407-468-3161 . . 
Female roommates wanted. For 4/3 
house close to UCF. Non-smoker and · 
no pets. $500/mo, utilities, internet 
& cable inguded. Call Angie 
407-366-4035 or 954-494-8659 
Room avail ASAP in 3/2 Home! 
. Less than 15 mins .from UCF. Only 
·$4El0+1/3 util. Incl. cable, w/d, high 
sp'eed internet. Must be non-smoker . • 
Call 407-247-6152 
Sublease in.Northgate Lakes Apt. avail. 
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl. 
$400/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352 
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.com. 
TWO ROOMS AVAIL FOR SUBLEASE 
4bd/4bth @ Pegasus Landing. Free. 
UCF shuttle. Fully furnished. All util. 
incl. HUGE bed/bath with W/D. Cable 
+ HBO. 3 pools and more. $480 each 
room. Call Lauren @ 407-362-4922 
and 321-277-7890. 
"'**Summer Sublease*** 
F needed for May 1st-July 31st for 
The Village at Science Drive. UCF 
area. Gated complex. All amen. incl. 
$480/mo. Robyn 407-313-9550. 
Room avail. for Female in Northgate 
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furn. 
4bd/4bth, all util. incl. $399/mo. 5/1/03 
to.8/4/03 w/ option of renting for next 
year. Call Kristina @ 9~ 1-685-3457. 
Summer sublease 
@ College Station. 
May 1st-July 31st. $460/mnth obo. 
Furnished, private bed and bath, 
free shuttle to UCF, W/D. Rent incl. 
ethernet, cable wl HBO, phone service, 
and all util. Call Michelle @ 
407-313-2427 . . 
NE;W HOMES FOR RENT 
4lid/2bth new homes in UCF area 
for rent $1095 to $1295. Call 
407-629-6330 or WWW.ORLRent.com 
to view our rentals. 
RE/M~X 200 Realty. 
NS wanted for room in 3bd/2bth 
NEW HOME. Only $400 + 1/2 util. 
Only· 5 mins from UCF in Regency 
Park. Pool; computer, Cable, phone, 
nice furniture. Call 407-207-6320 
House for Rent 
Beautiful Waterford lakes home. 4 
bd/ 3ba with poo_I and 3 car gar~ge. 
Available Immediately. $1500/mo. 
Contact Ramon @321-3n-5803. · 
House For Rent 
3/2 furnished house 5 min. from UCF. 
·Rent house or indiv. bedroom. 
$420/mo. for bedroom. All utilities incl. 
Avail. May. Call'407-492-4332. 
Summer sublease avail. $460/mo or 
neg. Fully furnished. All util. incl. 5 
mins from UCF. .Personal bathroom,. 
phone line, and .ethernet connectipn. 
Shteya 407-313-3726. 
Room avail. for M in 3bed/2bath 
house .. 6·mnes from UCF. Clean, 
quiet, responsible and liberal please. 
N/S or pets. $325/mnth + util. Call 
Paul 407·681·3939. Pis. leave msg. 
The Central Florida Future• April 7, 2003 
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OFFICE FOR RENT LOC~TED NEAR ' 
UCF. Perfect for small business or 
professional. Share reception area, 
conference room, and break room. 
Room for your own secretary. For more 
info call 407-381-2505 
Room avail @ Qollege Station: 
All util. incl. W/D, fully furnished, 
ethernet, cable TV w/ HBO. ONLY 
$460/mnth. can 407-312-2445. 
April Rent Free! 
1 bed/bath in 3/3 at Pegasus Landing. 
Furnished. All util. incl. $485/mnth. 
Lease until July 31. Call Erin at 
407-362-4926. or 407-380-3209. 
Waterford/UCF Area - Newer 3/2 or 4/2 
homes over looking private wooded 
area. 2-car garage. All the upgrades 
with comm. pool1 From $1,290. 
Super nice! 407-833~0063. 
fm HOMES 
House For sale. Near UCF. 4bd/2ba, 
screened pool, overlooking pond and 
conservation area. $222,900. Coldwell 
banker residential. Cqntact Jean 
at 407-463-5238 or 
www;livinginoviedo.com 
ROOMS FOR RENT IN HOME! 
. 3 M/F wanted for HUGE 6BR/4Bth 
. hou.se in Waterford Lks East, fully ' . 
furnished w/ empty rooms, hi-speed 
internet, walk-in closets, gated ' 
comm., on a lake, rent equal to an 
apt., Best ·bank for_ Buck at OCF!! 
call Tony@ 407-701-8669 
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 
new. 3 bdrm home on lake, gated 
• comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo 
, inclu util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool· 
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or 
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400 . 
2 ROOMMATES WANTED! M/F, NON~ 
SMOKER. 3BD/2BTH HOUSE. 10 MIN. 
FROM UCF. FURN. ROOMS 
OPTIONAL EVERYTHING IN.CL. IN 
RENT. $450/MNTH. STEFF @ 
407 -971-9245. 
Roommates wanted to rent in 4bd/2ba, 
pool, cable modem.and cable t.v. 
Located 3· mi. from UCF through back 
roads. $425 INCLUDES ALL!!! Contact 
Ken @ 407-658-7904 
2 roommates needed. $475/MONTH 
incl. .rent, power, water, cat;>le, phone, 
high speed internet, lawn servise. 
Botti rooms 'avail. in May. 4/2 house in 
Autumn Glenn, near Lake Howell HS, 
15 min. from UCF · 
3 bdrms get rented out. House 
furnished, 2 empty bdrms not. Flexible 
indiv. leases. Females only. NO PETS. 
Plz call Jennifer- at 407-677-4782 or 
407-923-1484. 
Male/female roommate wanted for 
furnished and remodeled 2bd/1 ba. 
$350/month + util. No lease. 
Contact Dennis@ 407-592-1201 ' 
Grad student looking for someone to 
move into 2/2 close to UCF. Fenced in 
yard, .W/D, cable tv, DSL, appl. incl., 
,must like d9gs, rent is $450 + 1/2 utjl. 
Call Gillian @ 407-4$2-4098 or 
e-mail @ gec~hardt@hotmail.com 
M lookin·g for a M roommate. 1 mile 
from UCF. $400/mo. No deposit. Incl. 
EVERYTHING. Unfurnished. Just 
remodeled every room in house. 
Access to pool. Tony 407-484-6744 .. 
Em SERVICES 
Em SERVICES 
Perform Better! School, Sports 
or Sex! Help for YOU! 
Unlock your talents and potentials 
NATURALLY. Private Sessions. 
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945 
Online Filin.g 
Do Your Truces Online @ 
www.absolutetaxes.com for a 
. minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ 
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!! . ,,. 
Herbal life Independent Distributor. 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! 
Ask me how? 
clbjhbl@yahoo.com or 407-921-0738: 
Safe and effective weight loss! 
Permanent weight loss, low cost, 
satisfaction guaranteed. Advoqire 
independent distributor. 407-381 ~4~00 . 
. . 
Computer Services -by Craig! 
,Repairs, upgrades, compf~t~ 
·systems built for les_s: Why spend 
cha.in prices for impersonal service? 
_ Quality work by UCF alumni. Also: 
Virus scan/clean, system tuneups, 
. ·software install/upgrade. Notary 
Services available. Call 407-782-0051 " 
Te(m Paper Editing!· 
"°Editing Performed by Professors 
an·d Graduate Students. · 
. Visit us at www.papercheck.com 
· Or Call Toll Free @ 866-693-EQIT. 
How do you remember your friends? 
With pictures? GraduatiQn Is 
coming soon. Get pro results, 
without the cost. Visit: 
www.B!ueEyesPh~tography:cbm 
Resumes Cover Letters 
$29.95 each or $49.95 for both. 
written by HR pro. No form letters: 
· Call 407-268-4734 or. email: 
· resumeservices@cfl.rr.,com 
*FREE ONLINE MIXES* 
Visit www.djcarl.com to. hear • 
. hip hop, dance, trance, BO's 
retro, disco, oldschool funk, 
and latir'l music on your PC. 
E-mail DJ Carl lor a FREE CD! 
Call for info: 407.306.8010. 
rl] GREEKS 
KA 
TO THE LOVELY LADIES 
OF KAPPA DELTA, 
THANK YOU FOR ALL OF YOUR 
HELP IN OUR SUCCESSFUL, 
CONTINUOUS SUPPORT OF THE 
BOYS AND (JIRLS CLUB! 
SINCERELY, 





ad for three 
week$ and get -
T the fourth 
week free. 
"40'7-447-4555 
Must mention this off er at time of order: 
Offer excfudes Help Wonted closs~icotion. 
Offer expires April 24, 2003. 
'MARY KAY®' 
. Beauty and Brains 
From gorgeous makeup to breakthrough skin care. Feel- . 
· goo~ fragrances to scientifically advanced formulas. 
Mary Kay has all you need fo look._great and live s111art. 
-···-····. 
Spring Fever! Sweepstakes · 
· enter to win a Saab 9-3 
Convertible on my website 
JENNIFER HASSANI 
_INDEPENDENT aEAUT'I CONSUL TANT · 
www.marykay.com/jhassani 
407.281.9918 
Call me for a ,EBg Pampering Session ~ Glamour Makeover 




Avoiding roommate woes 
DIANE LAZIC 
STAFF WRITER 
. - Sophomore Jessica .. Gurney- has lived with · 
roommates since her first semester at UCF last 
summe~ Last year she lived on-cai:p.pus and was 
paired with a roommate she got along with. 
"This year it's not working out as well," Gurney; 
20, said. She has agreed to let l;Iousing and 
Residence Life match her with roommates for .next 
year. . . 
"They usually do a good job," sJ;ie said. · 
. Many students, however, wish. to choose their 
own roommates --: either friends or strangers -
because they do not trust random matching. 
I ...... • ~ 
Advertising for a roommate 
· If you can't fjnd a friend and don't want an 
assigned roommate by filling out a form, you can opt 
for the .pre-technological route of putting up fliers 
around campus. Bulletin boards in the Stl\dent 
Union and . th& Communications Building are set 
aside for student advertisement!'. 
PLEASE .SEE Set oN 3 
. l<ATIB FLATH I CFF 
Unwashed dishes are a common problem among roommates. 
The best 
lease for yoU 
ALEX . BABCOCK , 
. STAFF WRITER 
Picking out an. apartment begins before you 
bl!Y ·a newspaper or get on the Internet, _ 
It starts with your friends. If you have 
enough friends, or enough · prospectiv~ room-
mates, you can make a deal for , yourself and 
everyone else by renting iii bulk. - . . 
_'Apartments generally increase in v~ue as -
the · number of bedrooms increases. · However, a 
·four-bedroom apartinent will cost less per per:-_ 
· son-than financing your own· two-bedroom apart-
ment solo. 
Make sure you will get along with your 
roommates because kicking someone. out after 
you've signed a lease could be costly; as much as 
several hundred dollars. 
If you think you might want to have a 
boyfriend or girlfrtend live with you eventually; 
.PLEASE SEE G_omplexes ON 3 
PHOTOS BY KATIE FLATH I CFF; PHOTO lLLUSTRATlON BY ADAM S~R I OFF 
/ 
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home for your fun furry ~iends 
· · Don't let a 
A 
Furry friends weicome -
- with restrictions 
BRANDON- HARDIN 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
The following complexes DO allow· 
You-'re prepared to sign a lease for pets, with certain restrictions and fees: · 
a new apartment. You sit dowh at -the • · Alafaya Woods Apartmeilti? -
table, put pen to paper, and then Y<?1:1 For pets up to 30 pounds, $150 deposit 
realize "'"- what about Cuddl~s. your and. a $150 pet fee. Fot pets 31-60 
adorable pet Rottweiler? pounds, $200 deposit and a $200 pet fee. 
There are many factors to consider -Fbr pets 61 pounds or more, $300 deposit 
when leasing an aparqnent, such as fur- and a $300 pet fee. No exotic pets or cer- · 
nishings, ·utilities and cost. However, if tain aggressive breeds of dog. 
you want to keep a pet in your apart- Arbour Apartments - Require 
ment, check out the lease agreement to a $200 deposit and a $200 pet fee. 
see if animals are permitted in the_ com- Chatham Landing Apartments 
. plex. ·. - Require a $200 deposit an~ a $200 pet 
And if you are allowed a pet, find fee. No aggressive breeds of dog. 
out if tll;e apartment complex requires Heather Glen Apartments - Fbr 
any deposits and fees for housing your pets 25 pounds or less, $100 deposit and 
furry (or scaly, as the case may be) a $200 pet fee. Fbr 'pets more than 25 
friend. pounds, $200 deposit and a $350 pet fee. 
-Also, be sure to .check if the com- • .. University Villas - Require 
plex will allow yolir specific type of pet. pets to be 40 pounds or less, and a $100 
Some apartments do not permit exotic· deposit and a $200_pet fee. 
pets, such as snakes, or more aggres- If you plan to keep a pet regardless 
sive breeds of dog, like Doberman · . of your lease agreement, remember that 
Pinschers or Rottweilers. ·complexes that do not permit ~als :-
. . 
No pets allowed 
Here is a brief list of some local 
complexes that DO NOT allow any ani-
mals besides fish: -· Boardwalk 
Apartments, College Station 
Apartments, Collegiate Village Inn, The 
Gatherings, Jefferson Commons, 
Jefferson Lofts, · Northgate Lakes 
Apartments, Pegasus Peinte, Pegasus 
Landing, Riverwind Apartments, 
University I;Iouse on Alafaya, Village of 





generally have a system of punj.shment 
for those breaking the lease. 
Reprimands range from a warning or 
fine to eviction. 
Tivoli Apartments Man~r Cindy · 
Wills said pets that are not supposed to 
·be in apartments are typically found 
through reports from other residents or 
spotted by maintenance employees. 
"We deal with [pet problems] on an 
mdividual basis," she said. 
Sophomore Emily Mink, 19, knows 
that these are not merely idle threats. 
She was involved in a large ordeal. with 
the maintenance department at Pegasus 
Landing after accidentally being fined 
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Complexes perf orin ~ {:redit · 
. \ 
check on your finances 
FROM PAGE~ more than that · of- your rent . 
amount. . 
ask the complex if they allow Not having a high enol:lgh 
· . this. Those that do may charge income, good credit or rental 
you extra per month, and often history leads to the need for a 
require a sub-lease or co-habi- parental guarantor form. This 
tation form. form, which must be signed by a 
Once you've decided upon parent, legal guardian or other 
your roommates, or placed person with· the means to sup-
your ·fate in the hands of a port you, binds that person to 
matching service, you need to pay for anything y~u cannot. If 
, pick your complex. you don't pay the rent, the com-
Features · in .individual plex will go after the guarantor. 
· ·apartment complex~s vary. Another common cost,' 
Most have recreation facilities aside from application fees and 
with exercise rooms and a pool, rent, is a deposit. Apartments 
which allow students fo save · use a deposit - which can be a 
th~mselves from a gym mem- couple hundred dollars _.:... as 
be:rship. r Complexes Slic.b. as (nsurance against any damage 
Tivoli, on the north side of cam- you may cause or any failure of 
pus; even off er a clubhouse yours to pay rent. Some apart-
with a pool table and· ping-pong ments give this money back at 
trble, · - ~- · . - the end of the lease.and some 
Apartments come with a don't. 
breadth .of features, depending . If your deposit is not 
upon the -complex. Some are refundable, this means it's real-
alr_eady furnished, or may have ly -a hidden cost in your lease. 
a dishwasher, laundry machine Divide the cost of this dep,osit ' 
and microwave. · Some have over the price of the lease to get 
security alarms, whereas oth- the-real cost of your lease. 
ers rely on complex police Some apartments may 
patrols. The apartment can charge for parking' or services 
offer private bathrooms for all like eX:panded cable or long-dis-
rooms or a communal facility. tance telephone access. Make 
Signing a1ease can mean a sure you understa~d · these 
·monthly rent, which · most charges. A premium may l:jlso 
apartments off er, or a "payment be charged for a top-floor apart-
schedule, "· used by Pega$US ment, considered to be less . 
Landing, The payment sched.. noisy than lower floor roQms. · 
ule basically fragments a . Also double-check the 
· lease's total cost over several length· of your lease. Some 
payments, much like a car pay- apartm~nt complexes allow 
me:nt. . · only yearly leases, while others 
When shopping for an may allow semester-long or 
apartment by price, be sure to even mOJ:!thly agreements. 
·note which services and utili- Pegasus Landing, a UCF-affili-
ties ~e included. Some. apart- ated complex, only si~s leases 
ments include water, sewer, from the start of a semester: 
eleCtricity and even Internet Once you've got your lease 
access, while others ·require _ signed, Gheck out the apart-
you to pay: for all these bills sep- ment before you move anything 
arate from rent. If you find an in~ Be sure you make a ,list. of 
apartment ~compll:lX that pays any damage, excessive wear or 
for all of your bills, its rent will ' problems you find in the apart-
reflect this; ment. Some complexes require . 
_just applying for the aprui- . you do to this, but it's always a 
ment can cost money. Most" good idea. Let the complex 
complexe~ charge an applica- know what you find _so you 
tion 'fee, generally between $30 . ·-won't be ~harged for it later: 
and $40. Asking if they'll waive · Any drup.age you cause will 
this f~e never l.lurts - some do; · come out of your deposit and 
~This cost goes toward a credit may' require additionru . 
check, which complexes use to charges. Know that some com- " 
determi.Ile how risky a renter · plexes expect you to patch even 
you are. _ · . · the pinholes before you move 
Having a past ·rental his~o- . out. · 
ry helps; so bring contact infor- · Ask aroun<;I! If you really 
matiofi from any past land- want Jo know what life in a 
lords, .as well as past rental . complex will be like, the people 
addresses and dates of occu- living there already are your . 
pancy. . best source. Once you have the ~ 
Even With these bits of information and · know your 
information; you'll still need to own n~eds, finding .the right 
prove you're financially capa- apartment should be much eas-
ble of making rent. Complexes ier with comfort and peace. ~f 
generally expect your monthly mind as rewards for your 
income to be two to four times . efforts. 
Set u~Iun~h .iriterviews 
·with, potential roommates· 
.' " - wtiile searchi;ngfor your own . 'Get it in writing . 
roommate, also assess yourself of Situations ·work out best 
-FROM PAGE 1 
Make sure to emphasize the these habits. Living with ;room- when both ~oomillates feel they 
specific criteria that you want-in a mates involves sacrifice!? of priva- · are gaining · from the arrarrg't" 
person who's going to share your · cy and per$onal freedoms. You ment ap.d both undersfand the 
- living. space. . · must be ready for the challenge of ground rules-for making it work. 
Provide the location of t~e living with others. , "Setting· ground rules . anC:l 
home or apartment ~d a local "It's definitely a mental shift. being honest are key to- the suc-
phone number at .which you can you have to. make," sophomore . ces&ful roommate relationship," 
be reached. Tina Wiggins, 20, said. ''You have junior. Beth Whenhold, ·23, said. 
to realize it's not your Sp.ace She attributes her success-
What to look for 
Insuring that an arrange- · 
ment will work_ <;mt for everyone 
involved takes honesty, work and 
patience. 
In the search to ·find a room-
mate, a clutter~ car and tardi-
ness may say as much about 
incompatibility as a reference or a 
credit check .. 
A thorough investigation of 
prospective roommates is · only 
half the equation that may,Iead tq 
a happy roomie relationship. 
Model your own criteria after 
those found in ·apartment complex 
.roommate pairing. 
Pegasus Landing asks e~h 
of its potentiaj residents their .age, 
~emic level and gender. Their 
questionnaires also deal with 
neatness, quietness, study ]labits, 
smoking habits and pet peeves. 
"Religion might also · be a 
good thing to find out about. That -
says a lot about a person's per--
sonality," Gurney said. 
.· 
alone." ful roommate -relationships to · 
Wiggins rooms with a high kriowfug exactly what she seeks 
school friend and suggests thil,t in a roommate and then convey-
you room with someone you know ing t~ ~e needs . -explicitly to 
or ~ person who has a ·lifestyie prospective can.didates. . . 
very similar to your own to·avoid ' "Laying down specific rules 
confrontation and a.tense environ- · before a roommate moves in is a 
ment. way tO avoid future confilcts," · 
• . • . • · she said. . For exiimple, . 
Conductmg the 1nterv1ew -Whenhold does not inind ·u ·a 
Many agencies suggest that roommate borrows her food but 
you should not just talk to a poten- - the. agreement is that it should 
tial roommate ·~ver the phone, but be replaced by the next day. 
interview them in person. Ask the . "It's important that the 
more in-depth questions over ...... rules be the same for both of us 
lunch to make sure you. find that and-we both: agree that they are 
person suitable for the living situ- fair. " 
a~on y~u want to create. Owner of Illinois-based .. 
Experts also advise talking Reliable Roommates, Bill 
about who also will be visiting and Alberts, says ·that,, a ·written 
.for what lengths of time. Come to . r9ommate agreement is as cru-
an understanding of what you cial. as an apartment lease. ~ . 
both . feel is appropriate. Malm · He advises -that all room-
sure to discuss specific details mates write down t~eir ground· 
such as the social personality of ' rules prior to moving in and sign 
that person and their int.erests the agreement as if it were a 
and dislikes. binding contr~.ct. · 
A~artment~-. 
407~67,3-4401 
-co.me join th~ FUN! 
$ - - ' 
. 430 per month 
• Water and Electric ~NCtup·ED·. 
~: Luxury Townh(>m.es 
.~ '~man ~omm·unity with _the 
COMFO.RT of HOME 
• lntlividua-1· Leases 
' • On U11Jv~rsity - 2 ":"U~s 
from UC·F 
• 24 Hour Fitness Center 
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coffee table's define starving col-
lege-student-style, not everyone 
wants to decorate from a 
Dumpster. 
With a little help from flea 
markets, thrift stores and room-
mates, you .can easily furnish 
y<;>ur new home on a budget. 
The essentials 
.- Uriless you are moving into a 
house or. condo, many college.: 
affiliated apartment complexes · 
come with basic furnishings. 
Northgate Lakes 
-Apart:nients in Oviedo provides . 
residentsJ ull-size beds, dressers 
and desks in each bedroom, while 
the kitchen is equipped with a 
microwave, refrigerator, dish-
washer and · garbage disposal. 
'f.P.e living area has a four-piece 
- dining set; coffee table, table 
lamps· and a loveseat. 
. funky Ianips, however, can trans-
form any drab room into a home. 
Jefferson Commons allows 
students to paint the walls, pro-
vided that they are repai!J.ted the 
original color when the lease 
runs up. UCF-affiliated apart-
ment complexes Pegasus Pointe 
and.Pegasus Landing, alongwith 
on-campus facilities, do not per-
mit the color of the waiis to be 
changed. 
You can purchase accent fur-
niture for a good cause at the 
House of Hope Thrift Store on 
_Orange Avenue, as all proceeds 
go to benefit the Orlando House 
of Hope, helping troubled young 
women. 
A large selection of dishware 
and p~tings can be found at 
Cheap Charlie's, downtown on 
_ East Colonial Drive, which car-
ries many vintage and antique 
decorations. 
On-campus housing also 
supplies students with beds, 
dressers · and desks. Apartment-
style residences have refrigera-
tors and stove tops with ovens. 
KATIE FLATH I CFF 
A couple inexpensive couches and some lumber can make a unique stadium seating arrangement for small apar;tment living areas. 
One. of Florida's largest flea 
markets is located in Sanford, off 
Highway 17-92. Flea World's ven-
dors· sell everything from ceram-
ics to carpets. You coulq easily 
spend a whole day traipsing 
through the heart of Central 
Florida's bargain hunters. 
. To cut down on the costs or' 
other kitchen appliances and 
additiOnal furniture for the living 
room, communicate with room-
mates before moving in. Have 
each person bring or purcpase 
other necessary items, and com-
- promise on a price limit for their 
expense. 
If you need to buy your own 
kitchenware and bedding, check 
-out local thrift · stores such as 
Goodwill and the Salvation Army. 
The Community Thrift Store 
in Edgewood carries couches, 
coffee tables and recliners for 
reasonable prices. Many items 
are older and cleaning or minor 
refinishing may be in order. 
G-arage sales are another 
· good place to find used furniture, 
toasters and blenders at low 
prices. While the quality of items 






3 Bedroom • 2 Bath 
1 Bedroom, ..1 Bath & 2 Bedro<;>m, 2 Bath 
. apartment. homes art? also available. 
can't find a better bargain. 
Check classified listings with 
the Orlando Sentinel for estate, 
garage and.rummage sales, most 
of which run on the weekend.S. as 
early as 7 a.m. Mornings are the 
gest time to find the highest qual-
ity merchandise. . 
And don't forget that no 
money in the world can replace 
mom and dad's 1970s textured 
loveseat or vintage toaster oven. 
Many students opt to furnish the· 
essential items of their new home 
with family hand-me-downs. You 
can't beat free. 
The fun stuff 
Now that you've got all the 
necessities out of the way; let 
your imagination run wild. Since 
most students only lease apart-
ments or live on-c3.l1lpus for short 
periods of time, serious remodel-
ing is not an option. A new coat 
of paint, some posters and a few 
Money to spare. 
If you want to invest in more 
expensive furnishings, viSit the 
local furniture outlet stores. 
Often these stores contain last 
season's models or slightly dam-
aged pieces for a fair price. 
Mac~ Mike Liquidator of 
PLEASE SEE Visit ON 8 
!ilyartmenr '1-(0me Pearures:: I 
! 







Spacious gourmet kitchen • Ceramic tile entry . 
Ceiling fan* • Private covered entrance · 
~ Large screened !anai w(outside storage 
Yaulted ceilings*• Open entertainment bar 
Full size washer and dryer connections in· every apartment 
Garage.s available 
2785 Chaddsford. Circle 
Oviedo, Florida 32765 
407 .672.087 4, 
• J ... 
• select apartment homes 
niversity-t--+--tUCF 
Colonial (50)-..,._-t~ 
I ~ ! . 
Greenwa{(417) g ~ · I CL 
fNJ Elipressway (408)-+--+-I 




- ' IHTROOUCIHG HEATHER _GlEH.'S 
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· · .. IG KAHUHA. 2003 · . · ·_ . · 
SUMMER SPECIALS! · 
I" • • • • • - • • 
· .. · ·. LARGE 1·& 2 ·BEOROOM APARTMEH·T HOMES . . 
;. ' " • I - • 
• . - . Aff·O-ROABlE\ •· 1.MMEOIAT-E AVAllABlllTV · 
. . . 
- ... .· 
CEHTRAL LOCATION .• M IHUTES AWAY FROM UCF 
-
.. ·. . BEAUTIFUL POOLS • TEHHIS • F ITHESS CEHTER ... 
I - · 0 • 
. *Pr,ces & · 
Heather Glen Apartment Homes · Specials Subject · 
·_ To Change 
~ Without Notice. Addr~ss: · 10801 Heather "Ridge Circle· o·rlando, FL 32817 
. - . . . 
. ' ' 
Phone: -407.657.00H • Fax: 407.657 .. 2852' 
. ., 
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Breaking· down the· costs of living 
A look at the monthly payment options for a house, apartnient or dorm · 
. CRYSTAL ESPINOSA 
STAFF_ WRITER 
'BetWeeD.- weighing the pros 
and cons of living in an apartment 
or dorm, the costs of living can 
often seem overwhelming to stu-
dents. Some may even consider 
the option of enjoying the -luxury 
of living. in a house, without the 
downside of still residing with 
-parents . . 
TQ mak~ the process a little 
easier. .. -.·. a look at _the esti- . 
mate . . thly' living c<;>~s for a 
housE{~.~ artment (ir :'.:~~ anipus .;t 
dorm. _.,;;;.. :-: · ,.. .<"._:-_.;. ' · ,,. 
C~jlus dorms for }he 'Fall 
2003 @Ci Spring 2004 semester 
~~•f.: 
are crumently running r_around · 
$?,000~ Rfil ·semester. A/ doul;>le 
room ti0.~he ,Apollo conµnunity, 
dorms~;J:cicated in · the ~; Lake, 
Osceolik "Polk and Volusia Halls, 
are $:L,85@ _;wbich averages out to 
abouq;~$:500 · a month. . _Libra 
Commllllity double rooms, those . 
located in Citrus, Flagier, Sumter· 
- Halls, cost $2,100 for a semester,· 
or· abau't:$600 a month. - -
rt)f 'ifil®rtant to remember 
that iB:e-~e flat housing rates 
include',ruf utilities: water, electri~­
ity, cable, phone lines and 
Internet. Dorm rooms are also 
fully furnished an~ are cleaned 
once a week by UCF's custodial 
staff. 
, The freedom found in an 
apartm~nt soon may 'not be its 
only alluring factor. With the costs 
of on-campus housing on the rise, 
apartments in close proximity to 
UCF are targeted towards college 
students and have proved to be 
nearly equally priced. 
Student apartments, depend-
ing on the nUm.ber of bedroomf?, 
can range anywhere from as low 
as $355, found at The Gatherings, 
to $700 a month. Many apart-
ments close to UCF, including 
Boardwalk Apartments, Jefferson 
Commons and Pegasus Landing, 
all have starting rates at about 
$460 per month. · · 
Complexes such as 
· Boardwalk Apartments, Jefferson 
Commons and · The Ga~herings 
include all utilities except phone 
in their monthly rent fees. 
Pegasus Landing, _ Northgate 
Lakes Apartments and the Village 
of Alafaya Club include phone 
with the other utilities and servic-
es in their monthly fees. 
Luxury apartments, sucb as 
Brittany at Waterford Lakes and 
The · Fountai.Il,s at Waterford · -
Lakes, begin around $800 a month -
for a one-bedroom . to a little over 
$1,000 a month for a three-bed-
room apartment. Most include 
washer, dryer, pest control and 
garbage pickup, but no utilities. 
Some luxury apartments 
have lower monthly :r:ents; howev-
. er, ·they still do not include utili-
. ERIC STEVENSON I CFF -
Houses offer many privacy benefits, but require extensive maintenance, often including taking care of yards, trash, and the exterior. · PLEASE SEE Most oN 8 
. -
Where UCF Stude.nts-· 
.WANT.-
·to ·be •• ~ 
- -
Fully-furnished,. spacious 3 and 4 bedroom : . 
apartm~nt homes with individu~l lease protection 
----Amenities.- ·- - --
·· •· FR~E~ ETHER.NET. 
- • Cable, electric allowance, 
· . water &-·sewer ALL included 
• Computer lab 
• Fitness center 
• Sand volleyball court 
•Full size was.her/~n'er 
• Z sparkling pools 
-with tiki bar . -
• Beautiful lakeside 
setting . 
• Free roommate 
matching service 
Located on McCulloch Rood --
-iu~t outside the. UCF North Gatel 
For More Info COii: 366-7 474 
- , . 
·Boci~dwalk. is all-inclusive 
24~hour high speed Internet 
Service in all 4 bedrooms. 
No other Internet service needed. 
Cable TV Programming 
~ with 68 channels plus HBO. 
UtJlimited local phone service 
~- ( 4 private lines); ·electricity, water, sewer & pest 
control included (no utility deposits) _ 
. Free shuttle service to and from UCF 
,£,atJ est 'Rooms 8t Livin ~reas 
SUPER KITCHEN •. EULLY. FURNISHED 
• Self-cleaning oven, Ice-maker refrigerator, . · 
· microwav~~ dishwasher · . 
• UtiUty roo·m with full-size washer and dryer . · 
· • Alarm systetil & keyed deadbolts on all doors 
clubhouse with big-screen TV & 
computers with Fast Internet 
. • Full-size bed, dresser with mirr.~r and .end t~ble 
. . . _:i; . • 4 privote fuH bathrooms . - . 
, - fitness center 
· Belinda Dulcia 
"We looked at a lot of 
aporlmenlS, and these are 
the best looking. The furn~ 
lure looks nice and rooms 
ore o ncie size for the price 
you are paying." 
•••• • Computer de~k ~nd cha.ir 
Arex lwaskewycz 
· "I recenrly renewed for 
a second year. I like . 
the laid-back atnios- · 
phere; "my friends and I 
moved here for the 
beautiful pool oreo 





Located 8I1 0 of a mile-fr~m UCF 
8 •News 
Visit thrift · stores, flea markets 
for · Dig furnishing bargains 
KATl1! FLATH I CFF 
FROM ·PAGE 4 
Orlando carries .higher-end antique and 
~sed furniture, with bedding and accent 
pieces to choose from. CORT Furniture . 
Rental Clearance Center of Wmter Park 
also has a large selection of used' furni-
ture from furniture dealers and. manu-
factmers, offering buyers free delivery 
and installation. 
· Students often buy a futon, , as their 
. first bed, instead of paying for a pricey 
mattress and frame. Futon Etc. Factory 
Outlet has two locations in close prox:im- . 
ity to UCF, located in the Waterford 
Lakes Shopping Area and on East · 
Colonial Drive. 
Beware of rent-to-own furn~ture 
stores that boast delayed payments until 
. next year. TI;tese compallies typically 
charge high-interest in the months 
before payments, and furniture bought 
this way often ends up costing two to 
three times more than the original price. 
Factory outlets offer an inexpensive alternative to big furniture spending. - DENISE AUFFANT CONTRIBUTED TO THIS REPORT 
Most~uxucy 
apartments do 
. not ·include 
·utilities in rent 
FROM PAGE6 
ties. Waterford East 
Apartments have one-bedroom 
apartments for $554 a month -
and three-bedroom apartments 
-· ~ at $757 ~ .month, -without utili-
ties. 
- . If students decide to forgo 
both the dorm and apartment, 
there is the option ofJivjng in a 
house. 
The mortgage for a home, 
which generally includes the 
_ principal, -interest, property 
-taxes arid home owner's insur-
ance, can cost anywhere from 
$1000 to $1600, depending 
upon the size- and location of 
the home. 
. Utilities for a four-bed-
room house cost around $50 to 
$100 a month for electricity, $20 
to $80 a month for water, $30 to 
$50 'for phone and possibly $40 
a .month ;for gas. Depending 
upon the num~r of pepple liv-
ing in the house, rent and utili-
ties payments_ can be flit . to 
lower the costs. 
Examining. the various 
monthly costs of living, demon-
strates that the best price may 
not be the cheapest price but 
the one that allows you to live 
most comfortably. 
What Residents Say: 
"After checking the other 
apartments, I gratefully 
discovered Riverwlnd. ff one 
Is looking for comfort (size) 
.; and a secure, friendly college 
atmosphere, this is the best 
llvln!J situation." 
Reserve Your Suite Today! 
erd/ 407-~59·2815 
e-HUUL.inforatl@riverwindapts.net 
The Central Florida' Future• April 7, 2003 
Featuring 
l, · 2 and 3 Bedroom 
~partment Homes 
3207 Rosebud Lane • Winter Park, FL 32792 
407-678-5611 
email: 'eptsava@eptmgt .. com web:www.eptmgt.com 
CLOSE TO UCF! . G:l 
Just off Goldenrod between Colonial & Universi~ ~ 
"Community features are 
excellent, and there are 
extrs-cu"lcular activities 
going on all the time." 
"I've lived In Rlverwind for 
two ·years and It has by far 
been my best living 
fDIGH SPEED 24-hourJnternet i.n all bedrooms 
It 1'JNLIMITED local phone service (4 private lines) 
&JIGIT~L TV P·rogramniing with 60+ channels 
Ill '·' @ 
~t 
f'JLL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Electricity, alarm, 
water, sewage, trash & pest co~troJ, gated access 
.. 
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Food for thought ' 
Where you live will . 
affect how you eat 
LISA MARIE HOTTLE 
STAFF WRITER 
During Sonide Simon's 
first year at UCF she frequent-
ed the Marketplace in the 
Stud~nt , Resource Center at 
least three times a week~ 
She opted to forgo buying 
the meal plail because she 
wanted the freedom to learn 
how to cook without feeling 
guilty about not using pre-paid 
meals everyday: In her second 
semester Sim.on:, 19, says she 
bas learned, more or less, to 
cook - with the help and com-
bined effort of her roommates. 
"One time we made a big 
taco dinner With rice 'and 
everything," the freshman said. 
When deciding where to 
live, students need tO take into 
consideration their access to a 
kitchen. While dorm residents 
must use the campus-provided 
meal plan, those living in on.-
It's ·a lot cheaper 
to buy your own 
food, I didn't use 
all the meals ·[on 
the ·school meal 
plan] I paid for 
and they won't 
roll over, so 
whatever I didn't 
eat, l lost. 
-EUNICE .LIGHTBURN 
Sophomore 
' campus apartments and off- meal plan her freshman year at campus student living com- UCF and discovered that she 
plexes have the option of learn- preferred to cook her own food. 
ing how to cook. "It's a lot cheaper to buy 
With a semester- of learn- your own food," the sophomore 
ing experience, Simon only ·said. "I didn't use all the meals 
goes to the Marketplace a cou- I paid ·for and they won't roll 
pie times a month. In the mean- over so whatever I didn't eat, I 
till!e, she prepares everything lost." 
from chicken and spaghetti to Lightburn admits that 
boxed microwave pizza and f~od in the Marketplace was 
macaroni and cheese. Living ~njoyable and often offered 
wijh th)'ee other stu..dents, fare with an international 
Simon has learned to try new flare. 
foods unique to each person's When cooking for herself, 
upbringing. she likes -to prepare typical 
She recommends that Hispanic meals with beans and 
incoming freshman with little rice. 
cooking experience choose a "I cook stuff that I would 
meal plan system. usually eat at home," she said. 
· "The food is really good," Lightburn recommends 
she said. ''.And if you don't go that those who are just leaving 
shopping it's a good deal." the comforts of home should 
For those with little cui- opt .for the university's meal 
sine expertise besides scram- - plan. 
bling eggs and preparing high- · "It's easier at first when 
rise subs,. UCF offers an excel- you're getting accustomed tci 
lent alternative. - everything," she said. 
At the. Marketplace in the Lynn Knights works at the 
Student Resource Center, new Neighborhood Market 
meals are· served buffet-style, · Wal-Mart on Alafaya Trail and 
which means all-you-can-eat! . notices that college students 
The standard fare includes typically buy food that can be 
hamburgers, French fries and prepared in less than 10 min.-
pizza, but also caters to stu- utes. 
• dents looking to add spice to "We always run out af 
their plate. From steak and _ frozen foods," Knights said. 
shrimp for the carnivores to She adds that, surprising-
pasta and vegetable soup for ly, students tend to buy a lot of 
the vegetarians, the_ health food. 
Marketplace stays open all day "Fruits and vegetables go 
for students jetting from one pretty quick," she said. 
class to another. The most infamous choice 
Students with no trans- for filling the belly but not 
portation make great can.di- draining the wallet remains 
dates for on-campus meal Ramen noodles. 
plans, especially if you are one "We sell anywhere 
for 10:30 p.m. cravings on a between 10-20 bags per per-
Tuesday night. Also, for stu- son," :Knights said. ''.And this is 
dents wanting more than a generally every third person 
one-course meal, the meal [that checks outl" 
plans off er a large variety to She adds that college stu-
choose from. dents buy few uncooked_ chick-
Compared to groeery buy- ens, but the store cannot keep 
ing, fast-food flying and restau- ·enough . cooked rotisserie 
rant frequenting, the price of chicken on the shelves. 
on-campus meal plans beat all Once students. leave their 
of the above. UCF dining serv- parents' house, there are a 
ices offers a plan with 23 meals number of choices for eating. 
per week for about $1,300 per Whether it's the on-campus 
s.emester. This· means three meal plan, the closest Darden 
meals a day, breakfast, lunch restaurant or the local grocery, 
and dinner, guaranteed. it is evident that students won't 
However, if you are a light go hungry: 
eater like Eunice Lightburn, At 10 cents per bag, 
19, the meal plan may not be Ramen noodles usually fit any-
your best option . .She used ~he body's budget. 
You have a 
c_hoice _in . housi~g ... 
Ch·oose wisely. 
Orlando's Premier Student.Li.ving Community 
• Individual Leases_ 
• Fully Furnished Apartments 
• Utilities included in Rent · 
. • FREE Internet Access in Every Bedroom 
• FREE Cable with HBO, ESPN and· More 
• FREE Student Computer Lab 
• FREE State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility 
• Roommate Matching Service Available 
• Walking distance-to UCF 
••• And Much More! 
*Rents and Incentives subject to change. 
Jefferson Commons 
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir. 
Orlando, FL. 32826 
407 .382.4114 
www.ieffersoncommons-orlando.com 
NOW PRE-LEASING FOR THE FALL! 
Students Welcome! 
Studios, lxl~ 2x2 and 
3x3 Apartment Homes 
· ~ Premier Gated Community 
+ 10' & 12' Ceilings 
+ Health Club 
+ Resprt Style Pool and Spa 
~ Satellite TV 





3303 ARDEN VILLAS BLVD. 
Orlando, FL 32817 
Phone: 407-382-1100 
Fax:407-382-1120 
+ Select Units Include: 
+ Spa Tub or Fireplace 
+Full Size W/D or Hookups 
+ Guest Suites & Furnished 
Corporate Apartments available 
Unhtlm~y * Alden 
Rd. Villas 
SltSO G:r --
Directions: From UCF, head 
west on University 1 mile. 
Arden Villas. will be on your left. 
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wif~~e's the best place to party or study? 
KATRINA, HAMMER 
STAFF WRITER 
There are many issues for 
college students to consider when . 
deciding which apartment com~ 
plex to live in. Obvious ·issues 
. such as iocation, size and price all 
come to mind, but students also 
. must consider an apartment com-
plex's social reputation. 
Complexes around UCF have 
differing restrictions on partying 
and late night socializing. Most 
have become lenient because of 
. the college atmosphere, but they 
still have· .ilighttime security 
enforced in case of any majo.r 
problems. 
. "' 
- Student-style apartments 
around UCF are more likely to be 
lax . in their party policies while ·, 
apartment complexes not geared 
toward students often have much 
stricter guidelines, expectations 
and security, some say. 
Some complexes are known for their party atmosphere. College-ori~nted apartments often feature daily crowds _poolsiae. · 
• .. .. '!,.,r.. ' 
"It's a happy medium," fresh- at the Village at Science Drive for . 
·· man Amy Makia, 18, said of UCF- three yeJl.l'S. "There are part!es, 
affiliated Pegasus Pointe. "There - but most of the thpe the other res-
are times when there's loud idents are considerate of your 
music: but it's not a big deal. If neighbors." . 
you want a party you can always , Jacobs, 22, added that resi-
. find it." dents will usually check with 
Sophomore Tiffany Douzart, _other tenants in ·the building 
19; has lived in UCF-affiliate·d · before throwing loud gatherings. 
. Pegasus Landing for two years. Some complexes · have 
"This apartment complex is not become known for their party 
too party-oriented in most sec- atmosphere. · 
tions because there are so many Senior Annette Warnke, 21, 
police patrolling the area," she said the Village of Alafaya Club is 
said. "We ·also have [resident always active. "There is ~ways a 
a~sistants] who check on us and party and the weekends are like 
· reduce the problem of noise." block parties," she said. 
Senior Kyle.Jacobs has lived Junior Jason Valentine said 
that living in Jefferson Commons 
was not ·quite what he expected. 
''Almost every night of the week 
there is a party." 
There are also several luxu-
ry-sfyle apartment complexes 
that surround UCF. While these 
are not ·aimed at college students, 
many still choose to live in them. 
These apartments often come 
unfurnished, higher-priced and 
are a bit more upscale than tradi-
tional student living. 
Luxury-style apartment com-
plexes are· no~ exempt from their 
share of problems, but differ from 
those of · student-style apart- . 
ments. 
' .. ~ .... 
·Junior' Su~~f -Montenegro, 
20, lived in Chatham Landings for 
. a year. "It was completely , bor-
ing,''. she said. "To~ many fami-
lies and old peqple live there. 
They would even complain about 
our dog in the middle.of the after-
noon." , 
Junior James Nunez lives in 
Elmhurst Village Luxury 
Apartments. Nunez,"20, said that 
his apartment is a pretty mild, 
easygoing living facility aside 
from the old people that fail. to 
clean up and attend to their dogs. 
"Instead of wild parties keep-
ing me up all night it is my 
upstairs neighbor's dog running 
_around the hquse like a ·grey-
hound," he' said. , "My roommate 
arid I actually place bets on him" 
While luxury-style apart-
ments are typically more expen-
sive, students can often find a 
peaceful environment to come 
, hGmeto. 
Montenegro now lives in_ 
Arden Villas. "It's quiet enough to 
study when you want to," .she 
said, "but you can also have par-
ties with no worries about com-
'plaints. It'~~ good balance." 
.. Juriior Jamie Phipps h;:is 
lived in Britney at Waterford 
Lakes' for a year. ·· Phipps, 20, 
- described· the co:mplex as guiet, 
family-oriented· with nice-sized 
rooms, .walk-in closets· and beau-
. tiful -kitchens. "Better than any 
college apartment complex," she 
said. · 
On-campus apartment living 
is also another option that stu-
. dents may con~ider. · - · 
Sophomore Alexis Graham, 
20, will be renewing her lease for 
UCF' s Acadeilic Village next 
year. Graham says that _ she · 
enjoys the quietness that . 
Academic Village provides. "I'm 
'not really into the party scene," 
she said: · 
Also, there is always some-
one to call when there is a prob-
lem, Graham said. ''Wherr there 
was a problem'with loud IJlUSic it 
was resolved quickly, which may 
n.ot happen at an off-campus 
apartment," she said. · · ·· 
Graham also likes not having 
to_ worry about traffic or a lack of 
parking on campus. 
_ _sJ-,JV\/\/L,,z__L 1, 2, & 3 Bedroom homes Starting from $640 - . · s:-~ /V\/\'1;_7 
( ) 
s amz- . . - . . . . ~ 92DD Ofrz 
· ~Ito =~- _ ~ ':onveniently located within miles of Valencia & UCF '5z .. 1S1 MO. · ~ " 
~ ~ Features: z~ ~ 
• Three po9ls, ligtl ed\racquetball 
-, amf ·tennis courts 
• Fully- equipped fitn~ss center · 
• V~lleyball and bask~tbatI courts 
•_Screened patio or balcony 
·•.Additional storage - . 
• ZOM'S "Yes We Can" service 
• Clothes & car care center 
• Resident business cetJter 
· • Microwaves, and s~l{~cleaning ovens 
• Totlot <--_~ -·· . .. . . , 
.. • Full-size washer/dryer conn. 
Office HQurs: Mon. - Fri 9-6 • Sat 10~5 • Sun 12-5 
. DIRECTIONS: Take Highway 50 (Colonial Drive) east to ChickasawTrail.Turn right on ChickasawTrail.We are located 1 mile on the left . 
'zoMI 
RESIQENJ!AL SERv!CES 
},fore jhan you expect ... 
And tMn.ZOM! 
. ( 407) 658-6522 
® ACCREDITED . -- MANAGEMENT · ORGANIZATION® 
I .. 
• www.zomusa.com 










~ . A Lagoon-Style P~ol 
Plaza with Jacuzzi 
-· o N 
ru lly~ Furnished 
Apartment lriomes 
<( 
u ,r . 
~ · Jefferson.._ ~ 
i ·LOFWS C 
: Orpington St. 
.Colonial Dr 
Fre~-weights 
Am.enities, Rents end lncentive.s subiect to change. 
. , ' 
• Individual floor plans may vary. 
·-
THE VILLAGE AT 
· A L A F A YA ·c L U B 
31 oo Alafava Club Drive . 
Orla'1do, Florida· l2817 · , · 
407-482~9990 .~ 
- ·· www.thevillageatalafayaclub.com 
THE VILLAG£ AT 
S C I E N C E D']t-1 V E 
,~ • on .. sit~Managernent 
and Maintenance . 
• 24-hour Community __ .:' ,. , 
Assistant Staff 
• Ethernet Service 
• Private -Bedrooms and · 
Bath rooqts · 
• Large Walk-in Closets . · 
· 2913 Einstein Way 
Q~la'n·d~) F~orida 32826. 
' ~c;• 'I • 
